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ABOVE AND BEYOND
We make it our mission to listen to you and help you realize your vision of how you want to live.
We invite you to book a virtual meeting and tour or visit our presentation gallery at
181 Davenport Road (Yorkville), Toronto.
Monday–Friday 10am–7pm, Saturday, Sunday 10am–6pm. Over 75% sold.

1-844-SEE-THE-1
ONEBLOORWEST.COM

TORONTO IS MORE THAN A CITY. MORE THAN A PLACE WITH TALL BUILDINGS AND A WATERFRONT
AND PARKS. MORE THAN A COLLECTION OF NEIGHBOURHOODS, OF SHOPS, RESTAURANTS,
SCHOOLS, AND HOUSES. TORONTO IS ALL OF US. THE PEOPLE WHO STAND TOGETHER, FACING THE
FUTURE, RESILIENT, HOPEFUL, AND OPTIMISTIC. WE ARE TORONTO. WE STAND TALL. MENKES.COM

EXCITING COMMUNITIES COMING SOON

LUXURY LIVING
IN YOR K VILLE
AT YONGE AND BLOOR.

CANADA’S BEST SELLING
CONDOMINIUM COMMUNIT Y
IN VAUGHAN.

E XCLUSIVE R ESIDENCES IN
THE PR ESTIGIOUS SOU TH HILL
NEIGHBOUR HOOD.
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Rare & Timeless
A collaboration with globally
renowned artist Daniel Mazzone.

Unveiling soon south of Square One.
emblemdevcorp.com/arte
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LUXURY LIVING BY
THE LAKE & HIGH PARK

Actual North View*






PRINCIPAL*








FEATURES
• Principal* bedroom with ensuite bathroom



• Bedroom sized den (“Queen” sofa bed shown)
• Spacious 5’ x 10’ balcony with awe-inspiring views
of High Park and Grenadier Pond





• Expansive living room and wide dining room (with
additional space for a desk or armoire)
• Second full bathroom for guests/family
• Luxury finishes and electrical upgrades included
for a limited time (value of approximately $10,000)*
• Exclusive amenities including a party room, indoor
pool, yoga studio, and library with views of the Lake
and fitness centre with views of the Park









from Suite K-W on Level 20
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Suite K-W
1B+D | 676 sq.ft.
Starting at $741,000*

Enjoy the beautiful, wide-open views of either High Park
or Lake Ontario from the comfort of your home.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
OCCUPANCY SPRING 2022

Actual South View*
from Suite FMS2W-W on Level 20
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FEATURES


• Principal* bedroom with 4-piece
ensuite bathroom, walk-in closet and
juliet balcony



• Second
bathroom

with

ensuite

• 17’ x 6’ balcony with awe-inspiring
views of Lake Ontario




bedroom

• Expansive living/dining area with a
kitchen island and built-in wine fridge.



• Powder room for guests/family









• Luxury finishes and electrical
upgrades included for a limited time
(value of approximately $40,000)*
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under the LEED® green
building program and is
targeting LEED® Gold.
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REGISTER NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

mirabellacondos.ca
416 961 8008 | info@mirabellacondos.ca
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EXPERIENCE
THE NEW
MISSISSAUGA.

Following the overwhelming success of EX1 and EX2, EX3 rounds off the incredible offering at Exchange District, as the final
condominium. Adjacent to Square One Shopping Centre and in close proximity to transit and highways, residents will have
access to incredible urban amenities and a pedestrian-friendly lifestyle. Enjoy an abundance of top-rated retail brands,
restaurants, cafés, and a European-inspired urban piazza with seasonal pop-up stores, food stations, and local vendors,
steps from your door. An exciting new downtown is rising in Mississauga and Exchange District is at the heart of it all.
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TREVISANA

KITCHENS,

LATCH, KOHLER, AND FULGOR MILANO • NEW PARK • ADJACENT TO SQUARE ONE SHOPPING CENTRE •
A TRUSTED DEVELOPMENT TEAM WITH MORE THAN 45+ YEARS OF CITY BUILDING • EXHALE, YOU’RE HOME

Contact info@theexchangedistrict.com to book your private appointment.

REGISTER AT

theexchangedistrict.com

Exclusive Listing Brokerage to Barberry (DP) Inc.: International Home Marketing Group Realty Inc. Brokers Protected. Prices and specifications
are subject to change without notice. Proposed LRT subject to Government approval and construction. Illustrations are artist’s concept. E. & O.E.
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THE CONVERSATION

Cottage Industry
Our June cover package on the mad
rush for a lakeside property generated
much debate—about overpaying,
underthinking, and just how far people
will go to get what they want.
“When the city reopens and rates
go up due to inflation you’ll get
cottages a lot cheaper. Those who
bought now on impulse will feel
the pain.”
—Darryl Martin, Facebook
“Great story of people working
hard, enjoying life and doing right
by their family…with a little luck
thrown in for good measure.”
—Tom Weihmayr, Facebook
“I have mixed emotions when I see
stuff like this. On one hand, it’s
great for the families that cash out.
On the other, it fills my soul with
a desperate feeling regarding
ever-soaring home prices, and how
there seems to be no way to catch
up short of being born wealthy
or pure luck.”
—Jason Dickson, Facebook
“If someone offered me 2.6 mil for
the house in the pic, I would have
jerked that money out of their
hand so fast they might have lost
a few fingers. You can buy an
amazing, luxurious home on the
Gulf Coast for that price and not
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have to deal with freezing snow in
the winter.”
—Spencer Keith Sprinkle, Facebook
“Sounds like Muskoka is being
turned into just another congested
suburb but with better views.”
—Justin Groen, Facebook

To Catch a Thief
Readers were both riveted and infuriated by our exposé on Sanjay Madan,
the Ontario bureaucrat who reportedly
embezzled tens of millions of dollars at
Queen’s Park. “Should be imprisoned
for life,” “Stealing millions of dollars
from kids! Heartless,” “Special place
in hell…” and “Cowardly, whining
sociopath!” were among the many
heated responses, as well as “Wow,
what a scheme” and “Best article I’ve
read all week.”
“You have to imagine that the
issues raised in your ‘Easy
Money’ article are the talk of the
Ontario Public Service and have
been for quite some time now.
What Sanjay Madan engaged in

gives civil servants and public
service a bad name.
“What I found disappointing
about your article is that it focuses
more on Madan and what his
wife and sons did or didn’t know.
(As an aside, if you want to believe
they didn’t know anything, then
sure, go ahead, but I’ve got some
of that proverbial swampland in
Florida to sell you.) It’s also rather
strange, don’t you think, that four
members of the same family were
all essentially working in the
same area of government. Perhaps
you can devote a future article
to hiring practices in the Ontario
Public Service.
“As a civil servant, I have some
familiarity with IT services.
Questions regarding the cost of IT
services and projects are often met
with stonewalling and bafflegab
and ‘Why do you want to know
that, don’t you trust us?’ The issue
of short-term IT contracts raised
in your article is not unique to
Madan, but is common across the
bureaucracy. Someone needs
to look at how the government
procures and manages its IT
resources and not assume that
Madan is one bad apple.
“The type of behaviour that
Madan engaged in makes me and
other civil servants angry. What
makes us even angrier is the failure
to hold those who let it happen to

account and address broader systemic issues in the Ontario Public
Service IT world.”
—Todd Kilpatrick
“At such a high level, Madan was
the oversight. He lied to his subordinates and had the safety measures
to help prevent fraud removed
from the programs. As for the
contracts, if he thought companies
were being paid too much or their
workers didn’t have the right
skills or weren’t being paid well,
he was in a position to change that
by asking for budgets to be
reduced for contracts or changing
the contract criteria, but instead
he made it worse by giving contracts to the companies that gave
him kickbacks, and it seems the
companies giving him the kickbacks were the ones that didn’t
have culture of fraud extends
beyond Queen’s Park to all
governments—the joke of the

government discount is wellknown and much too accepted.
Far too many think of government
money as ‘free’ money, and this
needs to change.”
—Cheryl Robertson, Facebook

“Detestable and disgusting; a tale
of a thief and his family.”
—@CascadeTessa, Twitter
“The patronage and nepotism
within the public service is sickening. And the fact that salaries are so
much higher than those of the
average taxpayer is just wrong.”
—@NATAadvocacy, Twitter

“To say that Queen’s Park had a
culture of fraud is taking the blame
away from the individual scammer.
I would say Queen’s Park more
likely had a culture of over-trusting
and not overseeing the person
managing the funds.”
—Iris Kerr, Facebook

“A thief stealing from thieves.
Ali Baba beat him to it.”
—@refinishersTO, Twitter
“A great example of how power
corrupts and absolute power
corrupts absolutely! Taxpayers
in Ontario deserve much better
accountability and control of how
our money is spent.”
—@TDaviddc, Twitter

“I’m glad he’s been caught, but it’s
shocking that he wasn’t satisfied
with the generous wage he was
making. Greedy and ungrateful.”
—Joe D’Amours, Facebook
“Unbelievable graft and incompetence by the Ontario government
under several political regimes.”
—George Lewis, Facebook

Please email your comments to letters@torontolife.com.
All comments may be edited for accuracy, length
and clarity.

WHO WE ARE
We are the GTA’s most trusted move managers.
We’ll coordinate and oversee all your move related logistics...
so you don’t have to! Our all-female team of packers is discreet,
dependable and will pack your home so you remain organized
during this big transition.

packing
services

sale & distriBution

estate

downsiZing &

oF Furniture

clearing

new Home setup

luxurymovemanagement | luxurymovemanagement . com | 416-937-0499

EDITOR’S LETTER
Preserving a Painful History

The Anglican Church and the Government of Canada ran the Mohawk Institute
from 1828 until about 1970, and survivors
describe a soul-crushing experience. Kids
suffered from physical abuse, neglect and
malnutrition. It was so awful that many
ran away and a few even set fire to the
building. In this issue, Roberta Hill, a
70-year-old retired nurse who was taken
to the Mohawk Institute at age six,
describes her time there in chilling detail
(“Survivor,” page 72).
Community leaders say that between
30 and 50 children are thought to have
died at the Mohawk Institute, but the
records are incomplete and they suspect
the number could be much higher. Mark
Hill, the chief of the nearby Six Nations
of the Grand River, is campaigning for
federal and provincial money to be allocated to searching the area’s grounds.
The Mohawk Institute is still standing,
but the building no longer belongs to the
church or the government. Survivors and
descendants of survivors have reclaimed
the property to use as an educational space,
museum and research institute. It’s run
by the Woodland Cultural Centre, which
operates on the grounds and serves to
preserve and promote Indigenous history,
art, language and culture. Thousands of
people have passed through the Mohawk
Institute to learn about its history and to
meet survivors.
Now, the Mohawk Institute is undergoing
an ambitious $23.5-million restoration effort,
spearheaded by the Woodland centre. In
2024, when the place reopens, visitors will
be able to take guided tours through restored
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dining halls and dormitories, see where the
kids carved their names into the plaster
walls, and listen to survivor testimonies. It
has the potential to be a national destination,
a one-of-a-kind storytelling space and an
important force in Canada’s reckoning with
the residential school system.
Some people might find it ghoulish to
tour a property with such a dark history,
but campuses of hate have been transformed into powerful experiential learning
centres all over the world. The AuschwitzBirkenau museum in Poland and the Anne
Frank House in Amsterdam are two
famous examples. The Whitney Plantation
Historic District in Louisiana opened in
2014 to great acclaim. It’s a museum,
memorial and educational centre devoted
to the history of slavery on a 2,000-acre
former sugar cane plantation, offering
tours, installations and lectures. There’s
nothing quite like it anywhere else.
The Mohawk Institute could be an
equally significant global institution.
Schoolkids from Toronto could visit as
part of their Canadian history curriculum.
Books and videos and survivor memoirs,
like the one Toronto Life is publishing in
this issue, are essential parts of exposing
and preserving the past. But nothing
compares to touring the physical grounds
of history. The Woodland centre’s fundraising campaign is aptly called “Save
the Evidence.” It’s a project we should all
get behind.

—Sarah Fulford
Email: editor@torontolife.com
Twitter: @sarah_ fulford

Coming up
A celebration of Toronto’s post-lockdown
summer, in words and pictures; what the
pandemic-induced e-health revolution
means for patients and doctors; a doglover’s guide to the city; plus a ranking
of Toronto’s best tacos.
Stay in touch
Toronto Life’s free newsletter This City
is all about Toronto during this
extraordinary time and is sent directly
to your inbox on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. It features stories about
how Torontonians are adapting to the
city’s reopening, as well as essential
information about what’s going on in
the real estate market, the best patios,
cultural events and everything else
you need to know right now. Sign up
at torontolife.com/newsletters
TL Insider
Toronto Life’s membership program,
TL Insider, provides members with
a fantastic range of cultural events,
intimate experiences and discussions,
both online and in person, through
our TL Insider POP event series.
Membership is just $95 a year, and it
includes a subscription to the print
magazine, which supports Toronto Life’s
award-winning journalism. To sign up,
visit members.torontolife.com

photograph by christopher wahl

There’s a former residential school in Brantford,
just over an hour’s drive southwest of Toronto,
called the Mohawk Institute. For decades, the
children who lived there were forced to farm the
land. They harvested fruit and vegetables and
milked cows. But in an act of breathtaking cruelty,
they were never allowed to eat the fresh food.
The produce was for sale only. For breakfast, the
kids were served pasty oatmeal and powdered
milk. The gruel was so notoriously bad that the
children nicknamed the school the Mush Hole.

sale

1020 Lawrence Ave. West, Main Floor | Tel 416 785 7190
Mon-Fri 9:00-5:00 | Sat 10:00-5:00 | Sun Closed
www.palazzetti.ca

“I bought a new
phone—my first
that wasn’t a
hand-me-down!”
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—Maitreyi
Ramakrishnan, p. 30
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THE MOMENT

Jab Fest
Thousands of Torontonians showed up to get
vaxxed, setting a record in the process
Ever since this whole thing started, Scotiabank Arena, typically a locus of immense joy,
has transformed into a bunker of disappointment. Concerts were cancelled, the Raptors
moved to Florida, and the Leafs, well, they did what they always do. But something
shifted at the beginning of summer. The arena used all its square footage to create
a mega vaccination clinic, delivering 26,771 doses in a single day, shattering the North
American record previously set at the Texas Motor Speedway. Pre-pandemic, it would
have been impossible to imagine a society in which getting vaccinated was a can’t-miss
item on people’s summer checklist. And yet here we were, lining up in droves,
impatiently waiting to get the most exciting needle of our lifetime.
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A Star is Reborn
Maitreyi Ramakrishnan, the lead of the Netflix megahit Never
Have I Ever, became a star during lockdown. Season two
premieres this month, and she’s ready for the red carpet
by c ou rt n e y s h e a
Your show became an overnight hit in
April 2020. What was it like to have
your dreams come true while the world
fell into a global pandemic?
It was weird and almost felt fake. The
hype was online only. The cast didn’t
get together or do a red carpet. I was at
home in Mississauga for the premiere,
which was at 3 a.m. I remember feeling
like something big was supposed to
happen, but then nothing did. That
was a blessing and a curse—I’ve
retained some normalcy in my life,
which is nice.
How well did you manage lockdown life?
I was with my whole family—my parents
and grandparents. At first, I was dying
to go out and do things, see friends.
I was extremely bored and thinking,
Okay, well at least it’s just a couple of
weeks—ha! But then I got used to the
routine and found things to keep
me busy.
Were you a bread baker?
I’m no baker, but I did learn new songs
on the piano, I picked up a new instrument, played some new video games.
I was on the cautious side in terms of
Covid protocols. I was the one making
sure everyone had their mask when we
went out. I had hand sanitizer in every
corner of the house and the car.
You brought attention to last summer’s
BLM protests on your social media.
Did you stress about the risks of
speaking out given your suddenly
vast audience?
No. Speaking up about injustice is
something my parents raised me to do,
so it just felt really normal. I wasn’t able
to attend any of the protests for safety
reasons—I live with my grandparents.
What I could do was encourage my
followers from all around the world to
educate themselves. Throughout the
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pandemic, we’ve been glued to our
phones and social media, so that was
an opportunity to start important
conversations. I was careful
to make sure what I said was
well researched and not just
performative.

This was not your first foray
into protest culture.
You were part of a
group of students who
protested Doug
Ford’s education
cuts in 2019.
We had more than
400 kids walk out,
which was pretty
dope. I remember
learning about the
cuts and thinking,
This really sucks. I was
graduating, but I have
little cousins who are
still in school. If I hadn’t
had extracurriculars
growing up—doing plays,
especially—I would
never have discovered
my love for acting
or landed Never Have
I Ever.
You attended your prom
and graduation before you
started work on the show in
2019. Do you feel bad for
the grads who missed out
this year?
Some of my friends are in that
situation. I told them these
things are generally overhyped.
My memory of grad is a lot of
sitting in silence, and prom is
not what you see in the movies.
But I guess people have the
right to experience that letdown for themselves.

Now that you have, how has life
changed?
Well, I got my first iPad. I remember as a kid when iPads first
dropped, I really wanted one,
but I never got one. I also
bought a new phone. It’s the
first one I’ve ever had that
wasn’t shared or a handme-down.
You filmed season two
in L.A. What was life
like there?
I haven’t spent that
much time there
because of travel
restrictions. Filming
was a very contained
situation, protocolwise. I got tested
every day before
work. I will say that
it was great to see all
the billboards
change from “Stay
Home” to “Let’s All
Get Vaccinated.”
It’s hard to believe
how fast everything moved in
terms of being
able to get vaccinated in Canada
and the U.S. That’s been
a huge privilege.
While your many, many
fans watch the season two
debut this month, what will
you be doing?
I’ll be watching the reactions online. And then
maybe I’ll go to Canada’s
Wonderland.
This interview has been edited for
length and clarity.

photograph by nolwen cifuentes/netflix

Q&A

Have fame and success lived up
to your expectations? I guess your
fantasy didn’t involve Covid.
Yeah, definitely not. My original
dream job was to be an animator for
Pixar. Then I played Velma Kelly
in Chicago, high school edition, and
realized that I love acting. I thought
maybe I could work at a theatre company in Toronto. I never thought,
Okay, you’re going to play the lead on
a hit Netflix show.

Rising 30-storeys over Leaside’s stunning tree canopy, and with an abundance of grocery, retail
and urban conveniences on-site, The Frederick offers an everyday escape, without going far.

Coming soon.
REGISTER NOW THEFREDERICK .CA

Brokers Protected. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Proposed LRT subject to Government approval and construction. Illustrations are artist’s concept. E. & O.E.

Ego Meter

What’s making and shaking
the city’s self-image

EGO
BOOST
Summer McIntosh, a 14-yearold swimmer from Toronto,
outpaces Penny Oleksiak in the
200-metre freestyle final at the
Canadian Olympic swimming
trials, earning a spot at Tokyo
2020 and establishing herself
as the country’s next chlorinesoaked prodigy.

Zanzibar Tavern hosts a
“low-barrier” vaccination
clinic, with no appointment,
identification or address
required, dishing out doses
of Pfizer to exotic dancers
and sex workers. The internet
applauds the effort.

Vladimir
Guerrero Jr.,
the big-swinging,
always-smiling
cornerstone of
the Blue Jays’
young core, leads
the major leagues
in all-star voting.
END

Auston Matthews—
known for his goal-scoring
ability, stylish outfits
and friendship with the
Biebs—gets voted
“most fashionable” in
a poll of his NHL peers.

Mustafa the Poet,
a 24-year-old rapper
from Regent Park,
receives heaps of
praise from the New
York Times following
the release of his
debut EP, When
Smoke Rises.

Drake and Live Nation
announce plans for a 2,500-seat
entertainment venue in the
Beaches, called History, slated
to open later this year. The
news causes concert-starved
Torontonians to salivate.

+
-

Jean Yoon and Simu Liu,
stars of Kim’s Convenience,
speak out against “overtly
racist” storylines and a lack
of diversity in the writer’s
room, respectively,
just as the final season
debuts on Netflix.

Roughly 200 people
attend an illicit
rave at Riverdale
Park, featuring two
DJs, a bumping
sound system
and an elaborate
light show. It takes
the police more
than five hours to
disperse the crowd.

EGO

As unmarked burial
grounds are discovered
across the country,
a video circulates of
Mississauga pastor
Owen Keenan
discussing the “good
done” by the Roman
Catholic Church in
residential schools.
Keenan apologizes and
resigns after facing
severe online backlash.

A screaming, knifewielding individual
stands outside Premier
Doug Ford’s house for
several minutes until
authorities apprehend
him. In the aftermath,
police charge former
Caledon mayoral
candidate George
Niras with possession
of a weapon and 11
counts of mischief.

BRUISE
IT HAPPENED LAST MONTH: A LOOSE CHRONOLOGY
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At Trinity Bellwoods,
residents of the
homeless encampment
and a large group of their
supporters violently
clash with police, who
were attempting to clear
the site. Three people
are charged with assault
and possession of a
dangerous weapon.

mustafa, zanzibar, yoon and liu, matthews and bellwoods by getty images; mcintosh by cp images; knife by istock; history courtesy of live nation
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Q&A With TL Insider
Adrienne Giroux
IAL
SPECTE
RA

How this founding member
finds inspiration in the city

ar
$7eg5ula/r ypreice
R

Why did you decide to join TL Insider?
I’m a long-time subscriber to Toronto Life, so I was
immediately interested when I heard about the launch
of Insider, and I’ve been a member since day one.

ar
$95/ye

What have been some of your favourite virtual
experiences?
One favourite was a ragu alla bolognese cooking class
with chef Lauren Mozer of elle cuisine. My seven-year-old
daughter joined me for the whole two hours, which surprised
me. I also joined the garden brunch and floral design
demonstration with my mother. Both our birthdays are in
May, so it was a fun gift for us to enjoy together.
BINKS HEADSHOTS

Tell me about your relationship with the city.
I’ve seen the city grow in ways that really inspire me,
especially the way it’s become a cultural and culinary hub.
I live off Ossington now and consider myself spoiled because
I have some of the city’s top restaurants practically at my
doorstep—CÔte de Boeuf, Manita and Foxley to name three.
How has the city inspired you?
It was here in Toronto, during the pandemic, that I chose
to take my love for food and pair it with my passion for
entertaining to create Chef in the House, a culinary
concept that serves up an intimate dining experience in
the comfort of people’s kitchens. The way Toronto’s
food scene is expanding in such exciting ways, I couldn’t
imagine doing this anywhere else.

How does membership fit into your busy schedule?
Virtual events are a great way to carve time out for myself
and escape from everyday stresses. With so much variety
in the scheduling, there are a lot of options to choose from.
What Insider perks have you enjoyed most?
I love shopping the TL Insider Chef’s Pantry. The events offer
great networking opportunities as well.
What type of in-person events would you like to attend
again in the future?
I really love the intimate conversations. Supporting the
arts is another scene I’m eager to get back to. I think
we’ll see slow signs of reopening over the summer, but
I’m feeling really optimistic about a resurgence of life in
Toronto come fall,

Visit members.torontolife.com PROMO CODE: TLAUG21
OFFER VALID UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

Cost of Living

What Torontonians make and how they spend it

“I’m trying to save $20,000 to renovate my kitchen”

WHAT SHE DOES

Donor relations manager
at the CAMH Foundation
WHAT SHE MAKES

$90,000
WHERE SHE LIVES

A two-bed, two-bath loft
near Dufferin and Castlefield,
with her 14-year-old cat,
Punkie
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MORTGAGE $1,140 a month. “I bought my
place for $741,000 back in 2019. I should be
able to pay off the mortgage in 21 years.”
OTHER HOUSING COSTS $855 a month, for
maintenance, utilities and property taxes.
INTERNET $68 a month, for an unlimited
plan with TekSavvy.
PHONE $79 a month, for five gigs of data
and unlimited calling with Telus.
GROCERIES $400 a month, from Sobeys,
Fortinos and No Frills.
TAKEOUT $100 a month. “I really like the
key lime cheesecake from the Cheesecake
Factory.”
TRANSPORTATION $0 a month. “I’ve been
working from home during Covid, and if
I need to go grocery shopping or anything,
I borrow my boyfriend’s car.”

SUBSCRIPTIONS $10 a month, for Spotify.
SAVINGS $250 a month, split between an
RRSP and a TFSA. “I’m trying to save
$20,000 to renovate my kitchen.”
CAT-RELATED EXPENSES $45 a month,
for food and litter for Punkie.

RECENT SPLURGES
BATHROOM RENOVATIONS $14,o00, for
a new toilet, walk-in shower, vanity, tiles
and paint. “It was a total gut job.”
BIKE $300, for a purple CCM Annette
comfort bike. “Local shops have been
sold out since the start of the pandemic,
but I found this one at a Canadian Tire
in St. Catharines.”
RING LIGHT $30, from Amazon. “It sits on
my desk, right behind my computer, and
brightens my face for video calls.”

photograph by ebti nabag

REGULAR EXPENSES

DAWN GREEN, 44

The Audit

An appraisal of the
month in money

$5
Original purchase price for a painting by David Bowie, “DHead
XLVI,” discovered at a thrift store near North Bay. The piece,
which was created in the ’90s, just sold at auction for $108,120.

$25
Hourly price to rent a 60th-storey downtown
condo balcony for photo shoots. The owner, Ryan
Alrushud, had to shut down his side hustle after
complaints from building management.

$400
New fine for illegal parking at Sandbanks and Lake on the Mountain Provincial
Park in Prince Edward County. The County upped the penalty from $35 to deter
city slickers, among other tourists, from overcrowding the area this summer.

$6,250
Fine issued to a Toronto woman who walked across the border into Canada at
Niagara Falls with an invalid Covid-19 test. She presented authorities with a negative
result from Mexico, but according to the Public Health Agency of Canada, travellers
entering the country on foot must get swabbed in the States.

$650,000

Amount that Oshawa couple Robert and Senna Laraby scammed from two elderly
churchgoers. The Larabys, who recently pleaded guilty to several fraud charges,
falsely claimed they needed the money to cover medical expenses for their children.

$1,750,000

Sale price for Toronto’s “Skinny House,” a four-storey detached
in Riverdale that’s about 10 feet wide. The place first hit the
market back in 2018 for roughly $3 million.

Summer Promotion!
30% Off All Ready To Wear
20% Off All Accessories
Happy Shopping!
www.mad-dash.ca
mad_dash_yorkville
416-906-2302
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Estimated street value of drugs seized by Toronto Police as part of Project Brisa,
which investigated smugglers using hidden compartments in tractor-trailers
to transport cocaine, meth, marijuana and oxycodone from Mexico to Canada.

$568,000,000
Cost of 60 new electric streetcars, purchased by the
city after a unanimous vote from council members.
The vehicles are expected to arrive in 2023.

house by daniel neuhaus, streetcar by istock

$61,000,000

Share your dedication.
So we can be #TogetherAgain
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Coalition of Canada’s communities, companies and front-line workers.

SUBSCRIBE TO
TORONTO LIFE

The Upstart
Toronto’s boldest innovators on what
they’re making and how it works

HOW IT WORKS:
“Users create a free account for their pet—
whether it’s a cat, a turtle or a horse—then
Vetster will connect them with a registered
veterinarian for a virtual appointment.”

MARK BORDO
Co-founder and CEO of Vetster,
a telemedicine service for pets
COMPANY HQ: Yonge and Lawrence
FOUNDED: 2020
EMPLOYEES: 30

RECEIVE ONE YEAR
OF TORONTO LIFE
TO YOUR DOOR AND
SAVE 69% OFF THE
COVER PRICE

FOR ONLY
.99
$
+ tax

24

(VALUE: $95.40)

Order today
torontolife.com/subscribe

TECH JARGON YOU USE TOO MUCH:
HOW MUCH YOU SPENT INITIALLY:
“$100,000 for product development,
research and marketing, as well as hiring
a head of strategy and a medical director.”
YOUR TURNING POINT:
“The pandemic really accelerated
everything for us. Suddenly, the rise in
pet adoption, combined with everyone
being stuck at home, increased the demand
for virtual veterinary visits.”
YOUR BIG-TIME BACKERS:
“We got $12.5 million from angel investors
and venture capital firms like Whitecap,
Brightspark and Hedgewood.”

“ ‘Pace.’ It basically describes doing
things quickly. The world moves
really fast, so I’m always focused on
ways to help the company grow.”
COOLEST THING IN
YOUR OFFICE:
“A painting of some
of the most famous
goal celebrations
in Canadian hockey
history, featuring
Henderson, Gretzky
and Crosby.
I bought it online
for $250.”

THE BEST ADVICE YOU’VE RECEIVED:

“‘Be persistent.’ Being an entrepreneur
is difficult, but every good idea can
be successful if you execute and
overcome the day-to-day hurdles.”

THE WORST ADVICE YOU’VE RECEIVED:
“ ‘That idea won’t work.’ Some of the biggest
tech success stories probably heard this
at some point along the way. You just need
to block out the negativity.”

APP YOU CAN’T
LIVE WITHOUT:
“MLB.com. When
I’m not focused on
work or family, I
turn my attention to
sports, which helps
me decompress.”

PAST LIFE:
“In the 2000s, before
Airbnb existed, I
started the vacation
rental marketplace
CanadaStays.
I eventually sold it to
Expedia in 2019.”
TYPICAL WORK-FROMHOME ATTIRE:
“I’m a big baseball
fan. I like to wear
T-shirts with the
Blue Jays or Yankees
logo on them.”

IF YOU WEREN’T
RUNNING A START-UP:
“I’d love to be the
general manager
of the Leafs or
Blue Jays.”

bordo by allison clark photography

Enjoy the best
of the city!

EUREKA MOMENT:
“Before the pandemic, I was a CEO stuck at
the office most days, and I had a hard time
getting my 13-year-old cockapoo, Riley, to
the vet. Most of the time, someone else would
have to take her, which wasn’t working for
me. So I started thinking about telemedicine
for animals. I wanted to create a service for
people who were housebound, travelling
or otherwise unable to get immediate health
care for their pet.”

THE MAGAZINE FOR
SOPHISTICATED WOMEN
AVA I L A B L E O N
N E W S S TA N D S

V I S I T U S O N L I N E AT
S M AGA Z I N E O FFI C I A L .C O M

Urban
Diplomat
I’ve been single throughout the entire pandemic, which,
as you can imagine, has led to a lot of lonely nights. So when
I got my second dose, I downloaded every dating app in
existence and proudly wrote “double-vaxxed” in my bio.
When my best friend found out, she said displaying my
vaccination badge made me seem like a “desperate weirdo.”
Should I remove it?
—Moderna Love, Liberty Village
People put all kinds of cringeworthy
details in their dating profiles: GPA,
salary, “Leafs fan.” Vaccination status
might become commonplace in our brave
new world. (In the U.K., jab badges are
built directly into the apps to expedite
matters.) Telling your matches that
you’re fully vaxxed saves you from a
buzzkill of a conversation—if you agree
to meet up, you’re bound to inquire about
each other’s status anyhow. So I say keep
it in your profile. Bonus: your new bio
will ward off any anti-vaxxers who might
otherwise have swiped right.

Dear Urban Diplomat,
Now that gatherings are allowed, I’ve
been hanging out with my buddies at
Stanley Park. One of them recently
started going to one of those new-age
hipster churches where everyone seems
to be an Instagram influencer. To be
honest, I’m a bit concerned about him.
I’ve heard those churches demand steep
donations, and he’s been bumming
beers from the rest of us during our
get-togethers. Am I overstepping if I
say something?
—Bad Tithings, the Junction
Before you jump to conclusions about
your friend’s finances, ask him whether
his congregation requires members to
fork over 10 per cent of their income to
attend. Not every church requires tithes,
so his recent insolvency may have
nothing to do with his newfound faith.
But if he’s mooching booze because he’s
spending all his money on Sunday service
and ’Gram-worthy streetwear, it’s
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worth having a candid conversation
with him about his finances. Stop
short of a full-on intervention, though—
if he insists he can buy his way into
heaven, you may just have to learn to
live with his newfound conviction.

Dear Urban Diplomat,
I tweet a lot about local politics, and I’ll
be the first to admit my posts are fiercely
opinionated. I have more than 10,000
followers, including—I recently learned—
a clerk at my local grocery store. Almost
daily, he trolls me on Twitter, calling me
a “libtard” or a “cuck.” The thing is, I
don’t think he knows who I am: his
profile picture is his face, but mine is
an anonymous illustration. I’m losing
patience with his online idiocy. Should I
confront him IRL?
—Social Mania, Davenport
Usually, I’m all for taking feuds offline—
people are more reasonable when they
can’t hide behind the anonymity of a
screen. In this case, however, I suspect
that trying to exact revenge in the
checkout aisle would only make things
worse. Even if you were able to talk
some sense into your assailant, do you
really want to endure an awkward
encounter with him every time you
pick up eggs? Instead, give this guy the
treatment he deserves: block him on
Twitter and, if possible, start using
a different checkout counter.

Dear Urban Diplomat,
Before the pandemic, my Ultimate
Frisbee team was unstoppable—we

won our rec league three seasons in a
row. I recently messaged the crew to
see if they would be interested in
restarting our reign of dominance. To
my surprise, it caused a group-chat
shitstorm. Two teammates insisted
there was still a risk of spreading
Covid, then a few others responded by
calling them cowards. How should I
handle this?
—Chat Spat, Malvern
There’s no point trying to change anyone’s degree of Covid comfort. Rather
than blaming or shaming, stick to facts:
let everyone know that outdoor sports
leagues are permitted in the second stage
of Ontario’s reopening plan. Round up
any willing players and start hucking
again; the rest of your squad can join at
their own pace.

Dear Urban Diplomat,
My husband and I are empty-nesters,
and we want to put our semi up for
sale. There’s only one problem: our
neighbours. They’ve covered their
front yard in “Stop the Ontario Line”
signs and homemade environmentalist
placards. We have no problem with
their politics, but we’re worried they’ll
scare buyers away. How do we ask
them to clean up without causing a
blow-up?
—Sell-Preservation Tactics, Danforth
If your neighbours want their porch
to be a round-the-clock protest site,
that’s their right, but there’s no harm
in trying to talk to them. Before showings start, knock on their door with
a tray of baked goods (preferably vegan
and non-GMO). Give them a heads-up
that people will be passing through
and gently ask if they’d be willing to
tidy up their yard. If they resist, don’t
push it, or they might put up a lawn
sign that says, “My neighbour hates
the planet.”
Send your questions to the Urban Diplomat
at urbandiplomat@torontolife.com

They Were
Loved
The magnitude of COVID-19’s impact on Canadians’ lives
is difficult to fathom. Canada has already lost more than
20,000 people to the pandemic; each of those losses has
cascaded through families and communities, leaving
many more thousands bereaved.
They Were Loved is a years-long project to commemorate
everyone who has died of COVID-19 in Canada, and every
Canadian who has died of the disease abroad. In partnership
with Carleton University’s Future of Journalism Initiative and
journalism schools across the country, Maclean’s is striving to
capture the richness of each life lost.
To read the hundreds of obituaries written to date,
visit macleans.ca/they-were-loved/
If you would like your loved one to be included,
please contact us at theywereloved@macleans.ca
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Maclean’s is published by
SJC Media, Canada’s largest
publisher of trusted brands.

CREATED FOR TOURISM NIAGARA

A kid-free
escape to Niagara’s
South Coast
Parenting and travel writer Yashy Murphy
and her husband leave the kids at home
for a romantic cycle through Pelham,
Welland and Port Colborne

T

he moment we exit the QEW, I feel my shoulders relax.
Every single time. The air is naturally soothing, and as I see
the vineyards dotting the horizon, my mind feels clear. I
love city living, but I’ve considered Niagara home since my parents
immigrated to the region in 2013. It’s been my family-of-four’s
fortress of solitude throughout the pandemic—here, we have
extra child support and are graced with the ability to enjoy life at
a slower pace, breathe in the great outdoors and build memories.
In Niagara, I also play pretend, sneaking out of the house like a
rebellious teenager. Only this time, I’m sneaking away with my
husband and my parents approve of the clandestine act, and it’s
Niagara’s South Coast where we escape.
We decide to venture through Niagara by bike, starting at
Comfort Maple in Pelham. Believed to be the oldest and finest
sugar maple tree in Canada, we marvel at the sight, which calls to
mind the generations of those who have stood at its base feeling
small underneath it. Under the shade of the tree, we start talking—really talking—enjoying the chance to finish a conversation
without an urgent request for a snack causing us to lose the thread.
Our ride continues at a leisurely pace. The quiet streets are a
refreshing break from the city traffic that we’re used to, and without speeding cars, it’s easy for us to chat as we ride. This jaunt
takes us to the travel-agency-turned café, aptly named the Travel
Café. Inside, decorations of vintage suitcases and departure signs

transport us to days when we could whisk away spontaneously.
Here, we refuel with a house-blend espresso inspired by the
owner’s visit to Rome.
We pedal our way through Welland, enjoying the drumming of
the steel as we zip across the Welland Canal Bridge. Wrapped in
the tranquility of this carefree afternoon, we take in the quiet
beauty of the “Upbound at Midnight” mural, offering a nighttime
perspective of Port Colborne Lights. The late Ross Beard is one of
the many Canadian artists to capture the charm and community
of the region, where other large-scale pieces from Welland’s
open-air art gallery tower over us—some work stretching up to
three storeys high.
Our reward for the next 40-minute stretch on Canal Bank and
Colborne Streets, along the historic Welland Canal, is a slice of
hot honey Calabrese Neapolitan-style pizza from The Lock, owned
and operated by a family that has lived Port Colborne since the
1950s. Their recipes have been passed down three generations,
and today we savour the tradition by bringing our slices to Reebs
Beach. A peaceful lunch on the sand, where we didn’t have to worry
about one kid running into the water or another having a meltdown
over a lost spade (memories from this very beach that I can now
laugh at) feels like a luxury.
And biking more than 30 leisurely kilometres together, we agree
that we should steal time away together more often—and we
should definitely call my dad to rescue us by car.

S U MM E R ’ S B E S T
S T R E E T F OOD
BY ALEX BALDINGER
& REBECCA FLEMING

PHOTOGR APHY
BY DANIEL NEUHAUS

Schmoozing over tall
cans on the patio at
Bread & Wine by
Bar Neon, a backalley pop-up in
Bloordale Village

Post-lockdown Toronto is one big outdoor buffet, with streetside
barbecues, walk-up windows and open-air snacking spots galore.
Here, 25 insanely delicious things to tr y right now

—>

STREET FOOD
S U MME R 2 0 2 1

1

A Trini chicken sando
long before toronto restaurants were given the green light
(yet again) to reopen patios, one Junction bar found a way to
at least pretend a party was in full swing. People drawn to the
happy reggae blasting from 3030’s speakers were rewarded
with the sight of chef Adisa Glasgow (a.k.a. Young Animal)
cooking up a storm in the tiny outdoor dining space (it’s like a
patio version of a Juliet balcony). With the garage door rolled
way up, music playing and a table lined with beer and wine
available to go, it really did feel like takeout-plus. The thing to
get here is the Colonel: juicy fried chicken topped with cheddar,
slaw, spicy mayo and pickled onions, and shoved between
flaky Trinidadian bara. 3030 Dundas St. W., Instagram:
@younganimalto
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WIL SON’S HAUS
OF LECHON
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the cloud of smoke over the intersection of Bathurst and Wilson is no
cause for alarm. It’s actually a cause for
a celebration, because it means there’s
about to be some porky, charcoalgrilled goodness from whole-hog
enthusiasts hard at work in front of
Wilson’s Haus of Lechon. As the name
suggests, they specialize in platters of

ridiculously unctuous hunks of roast
pork—the belly is the pig’s pièce de
résistance—with shatteringly crispy,
salty, slow-roasted skin. A combo
comes with rice and spring rolls, and
can easily feed two—or one person
banking on a long nap afterward.
365 Wilson Ave., Instagram:
@wilsonshausoflechon

3
NOS T A L G I C
SNACKS

HOME APPLIANCE
FOOD CO.

remember when food trucks were a thing but
then the city put the squeeze on them? Well, this
summer is their time to shine—red tape pending,
of course. This new, pastel-hued diner on wheels
(its name is Gerty, by the way) is from a couple of
folks who were working at SoSo Food Club when
the pandemic hit, and then found a safe place to
park Gerty near Yonge and Eg. Bonus: there are
even a few picnic tables with umbrellas, so you
don’t need to find a curb to crouch on. Pay them a
visit from Wednesday to Sunday for smash
burgers, fried chicken, fully loaded Fries Supreme
(think Taco Bell but way better), sugary sprinkle
doughnuts and more. 2444 Yonge St., Instagram:
@homeappliancesfoodco
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4

GODSPEED
BREWERY

A

JAPAN E S E
SNACK
WA G O N

it’s hard to improve on the classic
pairing of a cold beer and a sunny
summer day, but Godspeed Brewery
chef Ryusuke Yamanaka has just the
thing. His street-style snack cart at
the entrance to the brewery’s Little
India retail shop is stocked with
fried Japanese snacks of the crispy,
golden-brown variety. His two
mainstays: wooden skewers of
craggy karaage fried chicken, which
are like darts aimed at the bull’s eye
of your brain’s pleasure centre (especially when paired with one of the
brewery’s equally crispy lagers); and
the curry pan, deceptively delicate
football-shaped dough pockets filled
with spiced veggie or beef curry.
242 Coxwell Ave., godspeedbrewery.com
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Super cool
artisanal ice pops

5

GEL ADONA

young enough to still love freezies but old enough to feel
guilty about all that dye and refined sugar? Enter Geladona,
a new maker of artisanal frozen treats. Their chubby ice
pops come in all kinds of fun Brazilian flavours—soursop,
redcurrant, guava, passionfruit, açai—and they’re made
with 100 per cent real fruit and all-natural ingredients.
Order the guilt-free freezies on their website for delivery to
your door, or pay a visit to Geladona’s Dickie Dee–style bike
cart parked outside of midtown bakery Padaria Toronto.
5 Manor Rd. E., geladona.com
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PEPPER’S
FOOD & DRINK

ROAD
TRIP
E AT S

once your average neighbourhood
watering hole, Pepper’s Food & Drink
now wears many fun hats: snack shop,
bottle shop, lunch counter. It’s like the
American truck stop of your dreams (if
American truck stops are something you
dream of). Beneath the softly glowing
bowling alley menu board, chef Julian
Ochangco cooks up kimchi steamed
buns, burgers and curly fries, boxes of
fried chicken, chili cheese dogs, Hamburg
steak plates and deep-fried mango-peach
pies. Enjoy your haul on the streetside
patio, or take it to go and wander the
nearby railpath. 189 Wallace Ave.,
Instagram: @peppers.189

TH
WI
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C
CH
U
P
R
A FOOD T TO
G
RO
CHEESE
TAT I N
BOUTIQUE

as if there weren’t already enough
reasons to visit the west end’s church of
cheese, Cheese Boutique co-owner Afrim
Pristine has parked a food truck down
the street and is handing over the keys to
a different chef every weekend until fall.
Restaurant guests have included Le
Swan for smash burgers and juice bags
of rosé, Antler with confit duck poutine,
and Coco Hot Plate serving up spicy
Sri Lankan sandwiches. Still to come:
Lauren Mozer of Elle Cuisine, Kyle
Rindinella of Enoteca Sociale and more.
Go for the artisanal goods, stay for
lunch—or get it to go for a lakeside picnic.
6 Ripley Ave., Instagram: @cheese_boutique
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B E ACH
BURG E R S

8
GG’S
BURGERS

there’s a new burger option for beachgoers this summer: GG’s (short
for Goodness Gracious) sits at the mouth of Ashbridge’s Bay, serving a
nostalgia-packed assortment of smash-patty burgers (chef Rob McKim’s
custom blend, or Beyond Meat) on plump sesame buns, fried chicken
sandwiches, chili cheese dogs, homemade pies and freshly spun milkshakes, all ready for a nearby picnic table or beach blanket. We’re partial
to the patty melt—which packs finely diced beef on buttered Texas toast
with caramelized onions, cheddar and mustard into a tidy, take-it-withyou bundle—and a side of onion rings. Just be sure to grab extra napkins.
1681 Lake Shore Blvd. E., ggsburgers.com
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Gelato from a
fancy street cart

9

BAR NEON

walking down a narrow Bloordale
alleyway, Bar Neon’s pandemic pivot
appears like a mirage: a rust-coloured
shipping container, lit up by strings of
Edison bulbs. The words painted on its
side advertise bread and wine, but it
packs so much more than that into its
104 square feet. Yes, you can pick up a
freshly baked loaf of sourdough and an
interesting bottle of wine (or three), but
you can also grab a gyro—pillowy pita
wrapped around fresh fillings like
springy lamb sausage—some chunky
potato wedges and an ice-cold can of
beer, then turn around and walk five
paces to the nearest green space to enjoy
your spoils. Cosmos Nature Ln. (just
northeast of Bloor West and Margueretta),
Instagram: @neon_breadandwine

10

GREEK SNACKS
AND WINE
FROM A
SHIPPING
C O N TA I N E R

ORET TA

it may not have the ear-catching
animatronic jingle of an ice cream truck,
but Oretta’s pastel-painted gelato cart,
which makes regular appearances outside the restaurant’s King West and
soon-to-open midtown locations, is just
as likely to tempt anyone in the mood for
a serendipitous sweet on their way past.
Pick a copetta or a waffle cone, then add
rotating flavours like tart lemon, creamy
Nutella-hazelnut, and ultra classics like
nougat and pistachio. 633 King St. W.,
2131 Yonge St., oretta.to
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11

FRUTA LIBRE

this stall at Yonge Street’s permanent
outdoor food court is serving up the
ultimate treat to beat the summer heat.
A plastic cup comes filled to the brim
with mango slush topped off with
chamoy (a fruity, citrusy, tangy sauce)
then sprinkled with some kicky Tajin
and finished with a straw wrapped
in chewy tamarind candy. So long,
Slurpee. World Food Market, 335 Yonge St.,
Instagram: @frutalibre_to
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12

M A M AK AS &
BAR KOUKL A

thanos tripi has already made the corner of
Ossington and Humbert into his own Hellenic
enclave, with Mamakas Taverna on one side and
Bar Koukla on the other. This summer, Tripi is
adding a Greek island to his portfolio, turning the
parking lot across the street into a licensed 60-seat
destination for fresh-off-the-grill Greek street food
on the go. Just follow the scent of Berkshire pork
and chicken on the charcoal spit, plus grilled
octopus and lamb skewers, and one of the city’s
most perfectly assembled souvla wraps, bursting
with tzatziki, red onion, tomato and fries in a warm,
grilled pita. Wash it all down with a house-made
canned seltzer. And for dessert, Greek fro-yo topped
with baklava crumbles. 77 Ossington St., mamakas.ca
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13
WONG’S
ICE CREA M

A dreamy
ice
cream
sandwich
SOUV L A

there are no limits when it comes to
the ice cream sandwich, so long as
there’s a slab of sweet, drippy goodness
smooshed between two layers of something to hold it in place. Wong’s Ice
Cream in East Chinatown takes it one
step further with its Skyflake ice cream
sando, wrapping flavours like Korean
banana milk and strawberry mochi
with not one but two outer layers of
confectionary goodness: a house-made
brownie, followed on the outside by the
Philippines’ iconic Skyflake crackers,
giving the whole thing a tidy profile and
a crunchy-soft textural dance in every
bite. 617 Gerrard St. E., wongsicecream.com
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14

HOT POT
RESTAUR ANT

Hot-offthe-grill
jerk
chicken

curbside cooking, the now-familiar
and welcome pivot of choice for many
restaurants, is nothing new to a crew of
three neighbouring Little Jamaica mainstays. Hot Pot Restaurant (pictured),
Rap’s and Spence’s have been manning
barbecues on the sidewalk for years,
sending mouth-watering plumes of
charcoal smoke into the air. Each has its
own loyalists, but folks in the know
arrive later in the evening or in the earlymorning hours for containers loaded
with heaping portions of rice and peas,
slaw and—the main attraction and
source of all that smoke—saucy, fall-offthe-bone chicken straight from the grill.
Spence’s Bakery, 1539 Eglinton Ave. W.;
Rap’s, 1541 Eglinton Ave. W.; Hot Pot
Restaurant, 1545 Eglinton Ave. W.
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15
SUPER
EMPANADA
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D PIES

empanadas are one of the world’s most perfect
hand-held foods, and Argentina is renowned for its
myriad regional varieties. They all come together
under one roof at Tanto, where chef Julian Iliopoulos
pivoted toward the flaky pastry pockets as a
pandemic side gig. He fills his dough with chicken
and olives, corn and spinach, and a cheesy mushroom version packed with provoleta. But the
headliner is the spicy beef mixed with raisins and
spiced with plenty of paprika and other seasonings.
922 Queen St. W., super-empanada.com

SANDOS

16

KA T SU
IM ANISHI

one of toronto’s top izakayas is, like many of us,
spending as much time as possible in a park this
summer. Imanishi has taken over the shipping
container that functions as McCormick Park Café,
and is serving up its signature Japanese sandwiches
to hungry loungers, sunbathers and Frisbee flingers

every Wednesday to Sunday. The compact bundles
of crustless white bread come filled with spicy fried
chicken chunks, prawns, mackerel or, the classic,
lightly fried pork tenderloin slathered in honey
mustard, tartar sauce and tangy tonkatsu barbecue
sauce. 66 Sheridan Ave., imanishi.ca
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toronto’s shipping crate–based play
place is open once again, with plenty of
spaced-out picnic tables and Acapulco
chairs for all your physically distanced
socializing needs. And the market’s
lineup of temporary tenants this summer
includes Momofuku Noodle Bar, serving
up spicy chilled noodles with kicky
Sichuan beef sausage and pillowy bao
stuffed with thick slabs of pork belly,
as well as refreshing boozy cocktails.
(Noodle Bar is also taking over the
kitchen at Blood Brothers Brewing,
pairing tasty katsu sandos with Tiny
IPA, a collaboration beer between
Momofuku and the west-end brewery.)
28 Bathurst St. (at Stackt Market) and
165 Geary Ave. (at Blood Brothers),
noodlebar-toronto.momofuku.com

NOOD L E BAR
POP - U P S

MOMOFUKU
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LE
CONCILIABULE

thanks to the pandemic’s loosening effect on booze sales, Gerrard
and Greenwood’s Le Conciliabule has become the kind of cozy neighbourhood wine boutique we all used to dream about in the Before Times. But
the teeny-tiny French bakery has long drawn lineups for its incredible
breads, viennoiserie and sandwiches. The takeout window is perfect for
pre-ordering some canelés and a magnifique croque monsieur, practically
bubbling over with béchamel, en route to Greenwood or Monarch Park.
(Whether you also grab a few bottles of natural wine to take along is up to
you.) 1300 Gerrard St. E., leconciliabuleto.com

ONTARIO’S BEST WINES
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE
Sign up to receive a monthly delivery from producers
like August’s feature, Grange of Prince Edward winery
MEMBER BENEFITS

JOIN NOW!

• Small-batch wines delivered to your door

$89/month

• An opportunity to taste new, exclusive and hard-to-obtain wines
• Expert insight with tasting notes and food pairings
• Gift subscriptions available from a single month to a full year

Includes tax, shipping
and handling

2019 Still Waters
Limited Edition Release, $30
The orange hue in this picnic dream
comes from extended skin contact
with chardonnay and pinot noir
grapes. Wild yeast brings an extra
funk to the zesty palate of citrus,
strawberry, cantaloupe and green
herbs. Bring on the cold cuts,
summer salads and hot dogs.

IN THIS MONTH’S
THREE-PACK
A fresh and summery
trio of wild-ferment
orange wine,
cabernet franc and
chardonnay from
County favourite
Grange of Prince
Edward winery.

2017 Cabernet Franc
VQA Prince Edward County, $30
A bold and unhurried red that has
enjoyed 30 months in neutral French
oak. Plummy red and black fruit,
earth, spice and smoke delight the
palate. Bottled unfined and unfiltered.
A match with classic bistro food or
sausages and kebabs on the barbie.
2016 Chardonnay
VQA Prince Edward County, $27
Astounding aromatics pop from
this unoaked, unfiltered white, with
lavender, lilac, lemon drops and
candied pear on the nose. Ample
acid, with citrus tartness and a dash
of white pepper, keeps it interesting.
Pair with crab cakes or crispy
chicken with mushroom sauce.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE WINEMAKERS AND SIGN UP, VISIT

torontolife.wine
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A SOUTH
AFRICAN
SARMIE

JACK AND
LIL’S

this mother-son food business, which
has a laneway walk-up window in Corso
Italia, specializes in wholesome sandwiches, grain bowls and street food with
a South African bent. Founders Dan and
Lauren Gütter (Jack and Lil were Lauren’s
folks) call it padkos in Afrikaans—food
that’s easy to pack and travel with. So
wherever you’re headed, grab some
freshly sliced biltong—South African beef
jerky—and the signature roast beef sandwich (or sarmie) with tomato chutney
on sourdough focaccia, which, like all of
Jack and Lil’s breads, is made in house.
684 St. Clair Ave. W., jackandlils.com

19

OYS T E R S
T O GO

ISL AND
OYSTERS

one of the few good things to come out of Covid is the art of the
elevated picnic. This is the year we swapped PB&J sandwiches and bags
of chips for things like afternoon tea and fully loaded charcuterie spreads.
And this new spot for bivalves in Bloorcourt will make your al fresco feast
even fancier. Step up to Island Oysters’ takeout window for a to-go tray of
freshly shucked oysters complete with all the fixings, including the most
adorable teeny-tiny bottle of Tabasco you ever did see. Enjoy them at one
of the streetside picnic tables or head one block east to Salem Parkette,
throw down a blanket and make the pigeons extra jealous. 3 Bartlett Ave.,
islandoysters.ca
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the city’s newest bar is on the move
and coming to a park near you. Nomad
is the pandemic pivot from the team
behind Ossington restaurant Pastiche,
and it’s serving up summery cocktails
and spiked freezies alongside foods like
muffuletta sandwiches and charcuterie
cones from an emerald-green 1973 VW
Kombi. Pop-up places and times are
sort-of secret, so keep an eye on their
Instagram stories for the where and
when—and then put in an order for a
super-boozy Painkiller to numb the pain
of the last year and a half. Nomadto.ca,
Instagram: @nomad.toronto

W E ’ R E C O M M I T T E D T O T R U LY
R ECYC L E D C A P S U L E S.

100% of Nespresso capsules
we collect through the Nespresso recycling
program are truly recycled.

DOING IS E VERYTHING.
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L IT TLE
SISTER

DUTCH-INDO
DELIGHTS

23
F A MIGLIA
BALDASSARRE
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little sister, midtown’s long-running DutchIndo food bar, has a new downtown location, and on
weekends, chef-owner Michael van den Winkel can
usually be found out front, standing over a small
propane flat top. But this is not your typical street
meat: the Dutch Dog is a full foot-long pork and
chicken wiener smothered in curry ketchup, mayo
and tangy slaw, and the Lilit burger is a Balinese
specialty blending chicken and coconut into its
patties. And then there’s the pulled pork lettuce
wraps, loaded with all kinds of spice and texture in
the form of tomato sambal, crushed peanuts and
pork crackling. 102 Portland St., littlesisterto.com

Hand-cut pasta to go
we’ve all waited in plenty of lines this year, but the payoff upon reaching the
front of the queue for Famiglia Baldassarre’s walk-up window is far more delicious
than any shot in the arm. Since 2018, the Geary Avenue pasta factory has drawn
throngs for its daily lunch special, which is served Tuesday to Friday at noon, and
might feature a hearty portion of hand-cut tagliatelle with slow-simmered ragu, or
gnocchi the size of wine corks tossed in a bright-yellow saffron sauce. The offerings
change daily and are perfect for grabbing and taking to one of the nearby parks for
a portable pasta feast. 122 Geary Ave., famiglia-baldassarre.myshopify.com

CURATED CONVENIENCE
FOR TL INSIDERS

Welcome to Runner! We offer LCBO products, premium snacks and home
goods delivered to your doorstep in as little as one hour. We service Toronto,
Mississauga and Etobicoke, and offer FREE at-home delivery for TL Insiders.
Check out our curated selection of hundreds of products on our mobile app
or at torontolife.getrunner.io—and leave the heavy lifting to us!

x

NEW! YOU CAN NOW ALSO BROWSE AND SHOP AT OUR NEW BRICK-AND-MORTAR STORE LOCATED AT 14 BERKELEY STREET, TORONTO.
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SAFTA’S

F A L A F E L
P L A T E S

haan palcu-chang made a name for himself as chef at Favorites Thai
BBQ. But everyone needs a side hustle, so during the pandemic, he
devoted himself to learning the craft of falafel-making and, with his
partner, Janet Getter, launched an every-few-weeks pop-up serving
platters with all the trimmings. Palcu-Chang’s specimens are bright
green and booming with cumin and coriander thanks to the addition of
hawaij, a Yemeni spice mix. The most important ingredient: heat.
They’re meant to be eaten as soon as they come out of the fryer at the
peak of their crispness, so it’s advisable to grab an order and devour it
right where you stand. Instagram: @saftasfalafel

25

TONG
MEIN

Chilled
noodle
bowls
when the pandemic snipped business
at Dat Tran’s Riverside hair salon, he
used his (ahem) noodle. He purchased a
shipping container, painted it jade green,
plonked it in the parking lot behind his
salon and turned it into Tong Mein, a
160-square-foot restaurant selling noodle
soup to go. His chilled bowls are perfect
for steamy summer days, chock full of
cold noodles, delicious proteins (jerk
beef, grilled shrimp, firm tofu or marinated chicken), good-for-you veggies and
savoury ginger-tamari sauce. Tran has
already expanded: keep an eye out along
the lakeshore for Tong Mein’s noodle
bowl bicycle cart. 639 Queen St. E. (behind
Album Hair), tongmein.com
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CREATED FOR LCBO

TESTED. TASTED.
VERIFIED.
Behind the scenes with LCBO’s Director of Quality Assurance,
Dorina Brasoveanu, who oversees a team of chemists working to
empower safe and informed consumption

E

very Ontarian knows that
the first step to planning
a backyard barbeque or
celebratory dinner is a visit to the
LCBO. What many of LCBO’s
customers may not know is that
throughout the company’s near100-year history, part of its goal
has been to protect the health and
well-being of consumers by ensuring products are of the highest
quality—and that what’s on the
label matches what’s in the bottle.
As one of the world’s largest distributors and importers of alcoholic beverages, the LCBO has
kept true to this mission by way of The LCBO Lab: a quality assurance program established to
examine all products for safety and authenticity before they’re made available to consumers. Not
only does The Lab ensure products adhere to Health Canada’s regulatory standards, but its
standards are used as a benchmark for other Canadian liquor jurisdictions as well.
Dorina Brasoveanu, director of quality assurance, oversees The LCBO Lab’s team of chemists,
technicians and coordinators who work on the testing of alcohol products sold in Ontario. For
Dorina, transparency about how quality assurance works is an important part of empowering
Ontarians to make sound and informed buying decisions. In conversation with Toronto Life, she
shared a bit more about The LCBO Lab’s testing, tasting and verification procedures, what labelling details consumers should look out for, as well as the development of The LCBO Lab’s Sweetness Algorithm.

’40s, our lab has evolved alongside the industry’s
advancements—including technologies. Our chemists are now leading the development of new
methods of analysis and testing capabilities.

What are some of the most important testing components at The LCBO Lab?
There’s certainly a lot to look at, including additives,
potential contaminants and sugar levels. Our team
performs chemical analysis on numerous aspects
of both domestic and international products to be
certain of safe consumption and confirm what’s on
the label is true. Since its establishment in the late

How does The LCBO Lab increase product
transparency and label accuracy?
It’s important for us that all labelling is authentic
and accurate because, at the end of the day, we
want our consumers to be fully informed about
what they are buying. Packaging reviews alongside
chemical analysis ensure safety and empower
Ontarians to make informed purchase decisions,
for example, by detecting potential allergens.
This testing also verifies the accuracy and validity of organic claims and allows us to translate
sugar perception so that the product’s sweetness
is communicated clearly. That’s why we developed
The Sweetness Algorithm to measure residual

sugar and acidity levels in wine and assign each
wine a sweetness descriptor, so customers know
how sweet or dry a wine tastes before they try it.
How has quality assurance shaped what
we see on store shelves?
Knowledge is key. The more expansive our testing capabilities have become, the more information we’ve been able to share. For example, we
display the sugar content and sweetness descriptors for wine on in-store shelf tags and online so
that consumers are empowered to make informed
choices. Another example, when caffeinated
alcoholic beverages caught the attention of health
and safety researchers in Canada, The LCBO Lab’s
testing measures became useful in further protecting consumers from a harmful combination.
Today, caffeine may be present in some alcoholic
beverages due to the use of flavouring ingredients
that naturally contain caffeine, but The Lab
ensures that products have caffeine levels as low
as reasonably achievable and no higher than
30 mg per serving.

How does The LCBO Lab align with the
company’s other initiatives?
The Lab shares a very important ethos and contributes greatly to LCBO’s social impact platform,
Spirit of Sustainability. This effort focuses on three
strategic pillars: Good People, Good Planet, and
Good Partnerships. By ensuring the safety of
products, committing to responsible supply chains
through the Lightweight Glass program (which
sets a maximum weight for glass wine products
to reduce emissions), and by influencing beverage
alcohol industry standards through LCBO-led
initiatives, we’ve been able to hold ourselves at
a higher standard and have a positive impact.
This is our collective mission to protect the health
and well-being of our customers, while generating a conversation around quality assurance and
sustainability—for the good of Ontario.
To learn more about The LCBO Lab–
visit LCBO.com/TheLCBOLab.

When York police raided an
underground casino in a
Markham mansion, it was their
biggest gambling bust ever.
Then their investigation came
crashing down

House
of Cards
the house at 5 Decourcy Court is a glittering stone
behemoth on a quiet Markham boulevard near Major
Mackenzie Road. The property has 20,000 square feet
of living space on a two-acre lot, with parking for 24
cars and annual property taxes of $52,000. The exterior
is an ahistorical architectural fusion of neoclassical
columns and mock-Regency arched windows, finished
with the tiled roof of an Italian palazzo. The interior,
meanwhile, is fit for a rococo duchess with modern
Kardashian needs. There are two kitchens, eight

By Leah McLaren
bedrooms, 16 bathrooms, a swimming pool, a whirlpool,
a library, a ballroom and an elevator. A pair of baby
copper elephants flank the grand front door.
A wealthy property developer named Wei Wei
purchased the house six years ago for $4.7 million. It
came with lush details: the banisters gilded to a gleaming
finish, the high-end appliances humming, the gardens
landscaped with shrubbery. It seemed all Wei needed
to do when he bought the place was furnish it in baroque
reproductions and chlorinate the pool.

Instead, he embarked on months of extensive renovations.
The crowning detail, approved by the province nearly two and
a half years after the purchase, was a septic sewage system
capable of processing 12,700 litres per day—the size generally
used by large hotels. Why would a private family residence
need a commercial sewage system? It’s a question government
officials apparently did not bother to ask.
According to York Regional Police, the house at 5 Decourcy
wasn’t purchased as a family home. The cops say the mansion
was destined for an astonishingly brazen purpose: to be an
underground gambling den, booze can and supper club. As
pleasure palaces go, 5 Decourcy is a monument to the unregulated indulgence that big money can buy, even—perhaps
especially—in the austerity of a pandemic. According to police,
the mansion would become the site of an orgy of illicit decadence, one that allegedly raged on unnoticed for months. When
the cops raided the place in July 2020, it was poised to be their
biggest casino bust ever—until the whole investigation fell
disastrously apart.

The story of Wei Wei begins in Hefei, a city in
China’s landlocked Anhui province. Back in 2004, Wei was
an enterprising young project manager at Feidong Shuian, a
beleaguered Hefei construction firm focused on public water

infrastructure. According to the company website, Feidong
Shuian was faltering at the time, plagued by debt, weak
leadership and fierce competition from the global market.
China’s economic boom had not yet made its way to Hefei.
The population hovered just under two million—barely a city
in Chinese terms. Through hundreds of years of dynasties,
and even the seismic change of the Cultural Revolution, Hefei’s
economy remained largely untouched. It was a poor, agrarian
market town surrounded by verdant fields of rice and wheat.
Wei was just a middle manager at the time, but he was also
full of ideas. He took charge, elevating his own role and
restructuring the company to focus on property development
and construction. His actions were decisive. He moved the
firm into Hefei’s city centre and folded it into a new company
called Anhui Tonji Construction Group. Soon, he was appointed
chairman.
For all of Wei’s ambition, he knew how to toe the line. In
business and in private life, he was a strategic conformist. He
married a woman named Xiang Yue, and the couple later had
a daughter and a son. Wei stoically played the role of family
man and local captain of industry as Tonji’s fortunes grew.
And Wei was about to strike it lucky: around the time he
launched Tonji, the Chinese government embarked on a plan
to beautify Hefei. Thousands of homes in the city were condemned and razed, and a glittering mega-metropolis sprang
up in their place. After its rebirth, Hefei’s population doubled
in less than a decade. A vast flock of cranes stretched out across
the skyline. Incomes rose, and Chao Lake, known locally as

The house

The developer
Wei Wei (far left) ran a construction firm in Hefei, China, before
immigrating to Toronto in the early 2010s, where he became a successful
property developer. Over the years, he’s attended at least one
$1,500-a-plate Liberal fundraiser and met with Justin Trudeau
as part of a delegation of Chinese industry leaders

opener courtesy of york regional police

Wei Wei purchased
5 Decourcy Court
in 2015. It features
20,000 square feet
of living space,
parking for 24 cars,
two kitchens, eight
bedrooms and 16
bathrooms

“the land of plenty” for its vast stock of crabs and prawns,
became an industrial sludge pit. Tonji won several major
development contracts, and profits soared.
In the meantime, Wei was planning his exit from China.
About a decade ago, he was granted entry to Canada, possibly
as part of the now-defunct Immigrant Investor Program,
which was invented to attract
wealthy foreigners to invest
and settle in Canada—or at
the very least maintain a home
and business here. Applicants
were required to demonstrate
that they had a personal net
worth of at least $1.6 million,
and make a guaranteed investment of $800,000 of their own
funds over five years.
In Toronto, Wei sought to
build on his success. He and
Xiang Yue purchased a multimillion-dollar mansion with
six bedrooms and nine bathrooms on Woodland Acres
Crescent in Vaughan. Xiang
Yue, meanwhile, co-signed
her daughter’s purchase of a
new Mercedes-Benz.
Wei quickly established
himself as a property developer. He now runs several
investment firms with vaguely
cosmic names like Starryway
and Skywalk. His properties
include several luxury residences, plus two large hotels—
including the Edward Hotel
in Markham—which he reportedly purchased for a combined $75 million with his business
partner Yongtao Chen, a Vancouver property magnate. Xiang
Yue is also a player in the family business, listed as a director
of at least two of her husband’s companies.
One of Wei’s biggest acquisitions was a 92-acre swath of
land just outside of Stouffville, within walking distance of
the Lincolnville GO stop. One of his companies, Tondream,
paid $50 million for the land parcel, which is being transformed into a residential subdivision called Elm Villa. It’s
marketed as “a major new master-planned community” with
communal green spaces and access to nearby parks and trails.
The development, geared toward first-time buyers and seniors
looking to downsize, features townhouses and mid-rise apartment
buildings spread out over several square blocks straddling
the GO line.
Wei wasn’t just making money in his new country, but also
making connections. In May of 2016, he was photographed with
Justin Trudeau at a $1,500-a-plate Liberal fundraiser attended
by influential donors. He was also a member of a delegation
representing a Chinese industry group that later met separately
with Trudeau; one member of the delegation donated $1 million
to the Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation and the Université de
Montréal Faculty of Law.

A few years after buying the mansion at 5 Decourcy,
police claim Wei began transforming the place into an opulent
private members’ club. One of his associates posted a number
of staff recruitment ads on YorkBBS, an Internet forum
popular with Chinese students in the Toronto area. The first
one invited applications from “Ladies only!”—specifically
those with “good image and
deportment” and excellent
communication skills, for
“marketing sales PR direction
for high-end clubhouse.” Wei’s
associate would go on to place
several more ads, mostly targ e t i n g at t r a c t ive you n g
women for well-paid server
positions.
In November 2019, the mansion officially opened its doors
with a lavish launch party. The
embossed invitation described
the event as a “soft opening
cocktail party” for an exclusive
private members’ club called
Mackenzie No. 5. According
to an anonymous source who
was t here, t he g uest list
included a number of GTA
politicians. The mansion allegedly housed its own restaurant, which offered a lavish
menu of traditional Chinese
dishes with an emphasis on
seafood delicacies, including
braised whole shark f in.
According to police, there was
$1.5 million worth of alcohol
kept behind the bar.
Though Mackenzie No. 5 billed itself as a private members’
club, police later claimed it was really one of many illegal
gaming houses in and around Toronto. In the first half of
2020, as the city retreated into Covid lockdown, police say
this side of the operation ramped up. Professional casino tables
were installed and staff were hired to run them. The main
ballroom, styled like a Vegas hotel, offered roulette and baccarat
at $20,000 per hand. A handful of tables were devoted to
high-stakes games of Texas hold ’em, and there was a separate
space for mah-jong. Lower-stakes players were relegated to a
grim, windowless, fluorescent-lit room in the basement, kitted
out with dozens of blinking slot machines as well as cryptocurrency gambling.
There was also an arsenal of firearms, including semiautomatics, stored in two on-site gun safes. The guns were
likely an insurance policy—casinos, especially underground
ones, are often targeted for robberies. For additional security,
there was an extensive surveillance system and three heavies
hired to stand guard. Before joining Mackenzie No. 5, the three
bouncers did amateur competitive heavyweight wrestling on
the side. Police surveillance footage from summer 2020 shows
the men entertaining themselves by practising tombstone
piledrivers on each other on the front lawn.

The main ballroom
at 5 Decourcy, styled
like a Vegas hotel,
offered roulette and
baccarat at $20,000 per
hand. A handful of
tables were devoted to
high-stakes games
of Texas hold ’em, and
there was a separate
space for mah-jong
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Given the abundance of evidence and the brazenness of the
operation, York police thought conviction would be a breeze.
They were wrong.

Superintendent Michael Slack of York Regional
Police is in his early 50s, an affable cop with an easy smile and
a self-deprecating sense of humour. He wears rectangular
glasses and a pressed black tie with his button-down cop shirt.
He looks more like the sort of guy you might hire to manage
your investment portfolio than one who supervises heavily
armed SWAT teams to bust into the lairs of mafia kingpins.
He’s been with the force for 32 years, spending half of that time
investigating organized crime and doing lengthy secondments
for the RCMP. In the spring of
last year, during the height of
the first lockdown, several
complaints came to his attention. Something weird was
going on in one of the mansions
on the north edge of Markham.
One call came in from a
passerby, and soon there were
more of them, from dog-walkers
and joggers out for their daily
trips around the block. People
noticed delivery trucks sliding
in and out of the mansion’s
gates, and crates of what
looked to be food and liquor
being loaded inside. At night,
every light in the 53-room
mansion blazed bright, peeking
from the edges of the heavy,
drawn curtains. A convoy of
luxury cars was often parked
in the front drive. Security
guards manned the gates, and
uniformed staff appeared to
come and go in shifts. A succession of guests—too many
to be from a single family—
were seen coming and going
at odd hours. On hot days,
people frolicked and socialized
in bathing suits around the pool. The place wasn’t causing any
official disturbance, but given the pandemic, local witnesses
were understandably disturbed.
In normal times, the activity at 5 Decourcy would have likely
gone unnoticed by neighbours. The house was secluded, set
well back from the street and its wealthy neighbours who, like
Wei and his family, preferred to keep to themselves. But the
spring of 2020 was not a normal time. Toronto was in its first
lockdown. Judgmental neighbours were spying on each other.
The police are usually loath to get involved in petty neighbourhood
disputes, but for Slack, the complaints about Wei’s mansion
immediately raised much larger suspicions.

He and his team would call the case against 5 Decourcy
Project Endgame. That case, he told me, was part of a much
larger investigation into illegal gaming in York Region called
Project Double Down. While violent crime and robbery dropped
precipitously in the GTA during lockdown, illegal gaming
spiked. By the time they heard about 5 Decourcy, Slack’s team
had already busted several underground casinos in Markham
and Vaughan alone; in one raid, they seized more than $20,000
in cash, gaming tables and slot machines from a commercial
unit on Midland Avenue. When legal casinos closed, compulsive
gamblers suddenly had nowhere to go, and underground
casinos popped up to accommodate them. Slack reported that
since the pandemic hit, they’d busted a total of 30 illegal casinos
in residences, small commercial spaces and plazas.
Within a few hours of monitoring 5 Decourcy, it became
obvious to Slack what was going on inside. They ran licence
plate checks on the guests, which quickly cemented their
theory. Slack said that several
of the wealthy guests were
known to police due to their
connections to illegal gaming.
Months later, Slack proudly
told me how his team had
orchestrated the raid. He said
he assumed there would be
guns on site, so dropping in for
a chat was not an option. It
had to be an ambush. The
operations were so brazen that
it wasn’t even necessary to do a
wiretap. Slack decided to simplify the process and try for an
illegal-gaming warrant instead.
Even for that, he and his team
needed more evidence—ideally
in the form of first-hand witness
accounts. Flipping one of the
guests might prove difficult
or, worse, blow their cover
altogether. Slack considered
his options.
Decourcy Court is wide and
curved, with just a handful of
properties spread far apart on
multi-acre lots. Both ends of
the street join up with Major
Mackenzie—there’s no other
route in or out. A handy setup
for commuters and, as it turned out, for York police.
Over several nights in May 2020, Slack and his team set up
RIDE sobriety-testing stops just a few hundred metres from
each other. By the wee hours, they’d pulled over several luxury
cars leaving the party at 5 Decourcy. They gave the drivers
breathalyzer tests and, unsurprisingly, found that some of them
were over the legal limit. Then they asked what they’d been up
to that night.
“I just went to my friend’s club to play cards,” one of the first
drivers replied. Police had to explain that social gatherings of
any kind were not permitted during lockdown, and furthermore
it was illegal to gamble or purchase alcohol in an unlicensed

At the time of the arrests,
the case against Wei Wei
looked damning.
The cops leveraged the
publicity to maximum
effect. They posted a
slickly edited sizzle reel
of the bust to their
YouTube channel and
held a press conference
outside the mansion gates
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establishment. Some guests seemed completely dumbfounded—
they had no idea they were doing anything wrong. The police
asked more questions about the evening and jotted down
answers about the goings-on inside the house. After a few days
of casual interviews at a couple of RIDE stops, York police
believed they’d obtained all the evidence they needed for a
warrant—and the biggest casino bust in the area’s history. “In
terms of police work, I’ve got to be honest: the investigation
was pretty straightforward,” Slack admits with a chuckle.
“The bust was more of a challenge.”
According to police, this is how it unfolded. One afternoon
in late summer, York police prepared to raid the mansion, with
backup from members of the OPP and Durham Regional
Police—there were 92 tactical officers and 32 investigators in
total. With police in position to storm the site, a helicopter flew
overhead once or twice, monitoring the scene from a long-lens
camera with a two-mile range. Soon, word came back from the
chopper: there seemed to be a family party taking place around
the pool that afternoon. Parents and children had gathered for
a barbecue, complete with uniformed staff handing out food
and beverages. Slack worried it might be a kid’s birthday or a
staff party. The risk to civilians was too high. He ordered his
officers to stand down and reluctantly called off the raid.
A couple of days later, the cops surrounded the house in the
early evening. Just after dark, dozens of armed officers entered
the property on foot as oblivious security guards wrestled like
puppies on the lawn. The cops didn’t bother to ring the bell.
Slack remembers the bust as “absolutely mind-blowing.” He
and his officers had raided casinos before, he said, but none
of them had ever seen anything like the opulence on display
at Mackenzie No. 5.

The raid
In late summer 2020, York Regional Police raided
5 Decourcy Court. Thirty-eight people were arrested that
night, and 23 were charged. Wei Wei, along with his wife
and daughter, were later arrested at their home in Vaughan

The detective

slack by ernest doroszuk

Thirty-eight people were arrested that night,
and 23 were charged. Wei, along with his wife and daughter,
were later arrested at their home on Woodland Acres Crescent.
The rest of the accused were listed on the charge sheet as
employees or gamblers. Over several hours, the cops say they
collected a treasure trove of evidence that included professional
casino equipment, 11 firearms and nearly $1 million in cash.
After that, they searched Wei’s home in Vaughan, where they
found approximately $100,000 more in cash. Wei’s family faced
serious charges, including keeping an illegal gaming house
and possession of the proceeds of a crime.
Among the many arrests was Wei Dong, a man they believed
to be Wei Wei’s chief associate. Wei Dong was born in Beijing
and had come to Canada with his family in the late 1990s, when
he was 10. He declined my interview requests through his
lawyers, who would only say he has his pilot’s licence, enjoys
sports and is a “very polite and well-natured individual.” He
too faces charges related to illegal weapons and keeping an
illegal gaming house. Wei Wei refused to speak to me as well,
but both men denied all allegations through their lawyers.
At the time of the arrests, the case against Wei looked damning.
The cops took a victory lap, leveraging the publicity to maximum effect. They posted a slickly edited sizzle reel of the bust
to their YouTube channel and tweeted it out several times.

Superintendent Michael Slack of York Regional Police led
the investigation, known as Project Endgame. He gathered
evidence by setting up RIDE sobriety-test stops near the
mansion and questioning guests leaving the club

The evidence
Police seized gambling
paraphernalia,
11 firearms and
$1 million in cash.
Wei Wei later
alleged that some
evidence might
have been planted
by police
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Slack even held a press conference outside
the mansion gates, exuding confidence
as he fielded questions from media,
the garish opulence of 5 Decourcy his
dramatic backdrop.
But as the cops were counting their
chickens in the suburbs, downtown the
eggs of Project Endgame were beginning
to crack. Soon after the raid, Wei retained
Danielle Robitaille as his defence counsel.
One of the country’s fiercest criminal
litigators, Robitaille is best known as a
protégé of Marie Henein, with whom she
successfully defended Jian Ghomeshi. On
the Wei case, Robitaille quickly assembled
a team of associates, including a ringer
from outside the firm: Jake Shen, a cop
turned litigator who’s fluent in Mandarin.
According to sources close to Wei, he
The lawyer
insisted from the start that the charges
Wei Wei retained Danielle Robitaille—a partner at Henein
against him were bogus. Documents
Hutchison LLP and one of the city’s canniest criminal lawyers—as
obtained by Toronto Life lay out the nature
his defence. In mid-May, she brokered a $500,000 peace bond for
her client, and all charges were dropped
of Wei’s complaints and his defence team’s
ensuing investigation. The first thing they
noticed was that at Wei’s home in Vaughan,
Slack’s team had photographed his retainer agreement with involved 48 search warrants and multiple wiretaps. Ultimately,
Robitaille—an act that violated his attorney-client privilege. Wei York police made 15 arrests. They seized approximately
also alleged that two of his luxury watches, a $300,000 Patek $1 million in cash, 27 homes and a fleet of 23 luxury cars
Philippe and a $150,000 Jaeger-LeCoultre, were found to be miss- (including five Ferraris). As with Endgame, the cops initially
ing after the raid. But the most damning of Wei’s allegations was trumpeted their success to the press and on social media,
that a gun holster, which the cops claim they seized from his hailing it as the biggest anti-mafia operation in York Region’s
bedroom at Decourcy, was a plant. Wei figured the cops might history. But the case dramatically collapsed in January 2021
have placed it in his house in order to connect him to the weapons when the defence alleged that York police had unlawfully
charges—the ones that carried a potential prison sentence.
recorded privileged conversations between the defendants
Police video footage of the initial search of Wei’s bedroom and their lawyers.
shows nothing behind the door outside the linen closet—the
In mid-May, Slack and I spoke on the phone. His manner
exact spot where police claimed they found the holster. Instead, was upbeat, confident. He assured me the case was proceeding
this piece of evidence materialized as if by magic in a subsequent apace and a guilty plea was forthcoming. Robitaille and her
search 17 hours later.
team, he grumbled, were doing their best to drag out the
To investigate the theft allegations, the lawyers contrasted process, but that was to be expected. I was shocked the next
the evidence files provided in disclosure from the Crown with day, when a well-placed source told me that the case had fallen
the time-stamped footage of the goods seized on the night of apart. Robitaille had reported her concerns about the police
the bust. In the initial search of Wei’s bedroom at 5 Decourcy, conduct to the assistant Crown attorneys prosecuting the case,
the watches are clearly visible. They also appear in the time- providing detailed photographic evidence supporting her
stamped photographs. But in later footage, they’re nowhere to argument. The Crown wrote to York Regional Police asking
be seen. The watches, Robitaille’s team discovered, were never that the allegations be investigated.
bagged or numbered. When their absence was brought to the
When Robitaille submitted an official complaint to the Office
attention of the Crown, York police could not account for their of the Independent Police Review Director, it was her turn to
whereabouts. Slack says the police had no grounds to seize the be smug. She laid out a litany of allegations she believed should
watches, since there was no indication that they were the be independently scrutinized by the agency. In addition to the
proceeds of a crime. As of early July, the watches hadn’t alleged misconduct, she excoriated York police for their handling
materialized and the matter was still under investigation.
of the case. “Senior members of the YRP have continued seeking
Together, these irregularities cast serious doubt on what publicity about the case in the months since the allegations
had otherwise looked like a rock-solid case, one the police had were before the courts and while the YRP learned of this
been gloating about for months. To make matters worse, it misconduct,” she wrote. “As a result, we no longer have any
wasn’t the first time the officers on Slack’s team had come confidence in the objectivity of the YRP’s internal investigation
under suspicion for questionable conduct. In summer 2019, they into this matter.” The complaint is still under review. In a
were part of Project Sindacato, an organized crime investigation subsequent statement to Toronto Life, Robitaille reiterated her
targeting a group of individuals accused of operating illegal client’s denial of all charges. “The Crown, who works in the
backroom gambling dens in cafés. The months-long investigation public interest, assessed the case and withdrew all the charges

against Mr. Wei before even conducting a preliminary hearing,”
she said. “The allegations against him were never proven and
Mr. Wei is legally innocent of those charges.”
It took only a few days for the case to evaporate. Robitaille
quickly scored a coup for her client: Wei Wei agreed to sign a
two-year common-law peace bond. It’s a promise to the court
that, in exchange for dropping the charges, he will abide by
the law and refrain from illegal gambling or entering a “common
gaming house.” Should he breach these conditions, Wei is
subject to a special fine of $500,000. He laid no claim on the
weapons and cash found in the gun safe, and agreed to forfeit
his share of the profits from the sale of 5 Decourcy, which Wei
had listed for $10 million. (The police were, however, forced
to return all of his booze.) Charges against Wei’s wife and
daughter were also stayed. Xiang Yue’s lawyer told Toronto
Life that there was no basis to lay a charge in the first place.
The proceeds from these assets will be returned to the province.
When the news broke, I immediately wrote to Slack and asked
what happened. He wrote back a few days later in the same
breezy tone he’d maintained from the start. He seemed utterly
unfazed by the dramatic turn of events, which he would have
seen coming for weeks. He responded to my email with the
equivalent of a shrug: “The case in its entirety is still going
forward,” he said, explaining that the primary target was always
Wei Dong. This was the first I’d heard of it.
He reminded me that Project Endgame was an “extravagant
and unique” operation but that, for better or worse, the courts still
look at illegal gaming as a non-violent, non-victim offence. Even if
the case against Wei Wei had moved forward, he said, it likely
wouldn’t have yielded serious
convictions. At the end of the
day, he said, the courts and the
Crown “simply do not have
the capacity for everything to
go to trial.” He seemed to be
implying that the charges had
been dropped as a mere matter
of housekeeping.
Wei’s defence team, he told
me, had done an excellent job
of drawing attention away from
the allegations and slowing the
court process. He suggested
that Wei might not be going
to jail, but at least he took a
financial hit. Under the circumstances, Slack said he felt
the settlement was entirely
fair and he was “content with
the outcome.” It was a sentiment York Regional Police
would go on to echo in the
press for weeks to come.
Here is what he neglected
to mention: the startling and
seemingly well-founded allegations of police misconduct
against his officers, which reduced his case to tatters; the
department’s ongoing internal investigation; the cost of Project
Endgame, all on the public dime, which factored in helicopters,
overtime, manpower and Crown and court fees. “York Regional

Police recognizes that with the complexity of these investigations, we must always look to improve and professionalize
relentlessly.... But ultimately we remain proud of what our
officers do every day,” he told Toronto Life in a statement. “The
assertion that the Endgame investigation or prosecution has
been a failure is completely false. The Endgame investigative
goals were met by completely disrupting and dismantling the
illegal gambling operation at 5 Decourcy Court in Markham.”
The cases against Wei Dong and other mansion staff are
still before the courts, and none of the allegations against
them have been proven. As the only defendant facing jail time
over weapons charges, Wei Dong is effectively the fall guy.
His defence lawyer is Calvin Barry, a slick showman with a
specialty in celebrity DUIs. His court style comes off as diametrically opposed to Robitaille’s—think loquacious salesman
versus strategic operator—but his courtroom win rate is
equally impressive.
In a phone interview, Barry dismissed the criminal case
against Wei Dong, pointing to his client’s clean criminal
record. He painted Wei Dong as a hard-working immigrant
from China who’d grown up in the suburbs of Toronto, a
single young man who lives at home with his mother and flies
planes on the weekend for fun. He works in private security,
Barry explained, which was the sole capacity in which he’d
been hired by Wei Wei. The idea that he was responsible for an
illegal Covid casino and pleasure palace is “patently ludicrous,”
according to Barry. Wei Dong is also alleging police mishandled
the evidence against him—that after a search of his home,
some of his cash and jewellery were found to be missing.
Needless to say, his legal team
is following up.
Like Slack, Barry seemed
upbeat about the case when
we spoke, confident to the
point of blasé. I asked if he was
outraged by the withdrawal of
charges against Wei Wei.
Didn’t it bother him that Wei
Dong was still on the hook
while his rich boss walked
free? Barry laughed at the
question. “On the contrary,”
he said, clearly delighted.
“Fruit of the poisoned tree.”
He added he wouldn’t be surprised if the whole case fell
apart within a few months.
And he’s right: now that Wei
Wei is effectively exonerated
and police credibility is in
tatters, it’s difficult to see how
any of the charges will stick.
The house at 5 Decourcy
Court, meanwhile, spent three
months on the market last
spring before selling for $8.2 million, nearly double its 2015
purchase price. Wei surrendered his interest in the mansion,
but his wife and the bank still claimed their shares. After all that
effort, the province was left with nothing but a few weapons,
some cash and their take from the sale of the house.
∫

Wei insisted from the
start that the charges
against him were bogus,
and suspected that
police planted evidence.
He also said two of
his watches, valued at
a total of $450,000,
were missing
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The discovery of hundreds of
Indigenous children’s remains
in the spring was particularly
hard for me—because I knew I

could have been one of them.
How I made it through Canada’s
residential school system

SURVIVOR
BY
R O B E RTA
HILL

rowing up on the Six Nations of the
Grand River reserve in the early 1950s, I
shared a two-room house with my parents
and six brothers and sisters. My dad
worked for Massey-Harris, a farm equipment
manufacturer, while my mom took care of the kids.
We didn’t have running water, so we used an outhouse.
For fun, my six siblings and I explored the bush
around our home, played in the swamp and listened
to records on our parents’ phonograph. Every once
in a while, we borrowed a car from a friend and drove
into Brantford to get groceries and household supplies.
It was just a small town then, but to us, it felt like a
big city. We were happy.
Then, in 1954, when I was four, my father died of
pneumonia. Without him, my mom unravelled.
Suddenly, she was a single mother responsible for
seven kids. She became depressed and paranoid, and
two years after my dad’s death, she was committed
to a psychiatric hospital, where she stayed for about
20 years. At six years old, I was effectively an orphan.
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For Six Nations kids without parents, there was only one
place to go: the Mohawk Institute, a residential school in Brantford.
Many of my relatives had spent time there. It had a reputation
for strictness and austerity, but parents sent their children there
because it promised food, a clean bed and a good education.
Other families were forced to send their kids to the school, as
dictated in the Indian Act, and children were often taken there
without their parents even knowing.
So, on a frigid day in February 1957, a relative scrubbed us
down, dressed us in fresh clothes and packed us into a car. She
drove us to Brantford, turning onto a long, tree-lined driveway
leading up to an imposing brick building with a columned façade
and a white cupola. There was a farm attached to the school,
with cows, chickens and vegetable gardens. We’d only been in
the car for 15 minutes, but I’d never felt farther from home.
When we walked through the front door, there was a flurry
of new faces. We all had colds, so the nurse ushered us down
the hall into an infirmary, where we stayed until we were healthy
enough to join the other kids. At first, it seemed almost luxurious. At home, seven of us shared a single bunk bed—typical
living conditions on the reserve in those times. In the infirmary,
we each had our own bed with clean sheets, and the nurse
checked on us regularly. But when our brief convalescence
concluded, our lives changed.
First, the staff separated us. A family friend decided to foster
my three younger siblings. My older brother was sent to the
boys’ end of the building (and, later, to a foster home), while I
went to the girls’ side with my two older sisters. School staff
handed us each a uniform—a green dress, which we would wear
for a week at a time—and gave us bowl haircuts.
Then they assigned us numbers. I was 34. Our numbers were
on everything: our clothes, beds and cubbies. They dictated
where we ate in the dining hall (a room in the basement with
long communal tables) and where we slept in our dorm (a large
chamber with 30 bunk beds). Our teachers and supervisors
called us by our numbers. As far as I could tell, not a single adult
at the Mohawk Institute ever learned my name.
One of the first nights we spent in the girls’ dorm, my sister
Dawn and I crawled into the same bunk. Cold and afraid, I held
her tight and longed for the comfort of home. A supervisor
spotted us and ordered us to our feet. We weren’t allowed to
sleep in the same bunk, she said. Then she told us to hold our
arms out. Quickly and brutally, she strapped our forearms, from
palm to elbow, three times. The blows left a stinging pain—the
first sign of what was to come. Over the next four years, I’d
endure horrors far worse than a mere strap on the arm.

y the time i arrived at the Mohawk Institute, it was
more than 120 years old. After the American Revolution,
the Brits promised Mohawk leader Joseph Brant land
in exchange for his help fighting the rebels. In 1827, a
Protestant missionary society sent an Anglican minister named
Robert Lugger to establish a day school, later known as the
Mohawk Institute, where Indigenous children could learn trades:
tailoring, farming, carpentry, mechanics. Six years later, he turned
the Mohawk Institute into a boarding school, taking in 10 boys
and four girls from nearby Six Nations communities.
Lugger was a member of the New England Company, a
missionary society dedicated to spreading Christianity among,

B
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in its words, “heathen natives.” As it grew, the Mohawk Institute
started to enrol students from increasingly remote communities,
removing them from their families, disconnecting them from their
culture and barring them from speaking their native languages.
Siblings were separated. Kids prayed daily and went to church
every Sunday. Teachers taught classes in English. The goal was
to assimilate Indigenous children into settler society.
By the middle of the 19th century, Mohawk was a prototype
for the 140-odd residential schools that eventually opened across
the country, a project spearheaded by John A. Macdonald and

The Mohawk Institute in
Brantford, founded by
an Anglican minister,
was a model for the
residential school system.
Over the next century
and a half, thousands of
Indigenous children were
separated from their
communities and sent
there. Students were often
strapped for speaking
their native languages,
and held in isolation
cells for days at a time
without food

Egerton Ryerson. All told, roughly 150,000 Indigenous children
attended residential schools. Approximately one in 10 of them
went to the Mohawk Institute, which operated longer than
any other.
After Lugger, a succession of headmasters, all Anglican
ministers, presided over the school with varying degrees of
cruelty. One ran the school like a military boot camp, dressing
the children in fatigues and training them with drill rifles.
Another put students to work on his farm before he was fired
for drunkenness. One principal installed prison cells the size

of small closets, isolating defiant children for days without food.
Rebellious students burned down the building; the one where
I lived was the third structure built. Students also regularly ran
away. The accomplished distance runner Tom Longboat fled
the school in 1900 and, it seems, never stopped running. He
represented Canada at the Olympics eight years later.
When I arrived at the Mohawk Institute, its headmaster was
William John Zimmerman, a stocky priest in his 50s who tramped
around the campus in a black shirt, white collar and thick square
glasses. Though he spent his first few years in the job trying to

At the Mohawk Institute, staff routinely
derided us as “dirty Indians” and “savages.”
They assigned us numbers, and as far as I could
tell, not a single adult ever learned my name

mohawk institute by algoma university archives; interiors courtesy of the woodland cultural
centre; dancers by kenneth e. kidd/library and archives canada/pa-057992
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improve conditions at the school, he too became a puritanical
tyrant, notorious for his use of force. One former student recalls
Zimmerman whipping two boys who had tried to run away;
male supervisors pinned them down to a picnic table while he
lashed them with a belt studded with bits of metal.
Six Nations gave Zimmerman an honorary Mohawk name
meaning the Enlightener, but the kids called him Skin. He liked
to watch girls bathe and took pleasure in stripping children
naked and spanking them. When he asked one of my sisters,
who was four years older than me, to pull her pants down for a
beating, she refused and kicked him. He called the police, and
she ended up in juvenile detention. I missed her terribly. Our
siblings were my only link back to Six Nations, to the memory of
our parents. As they disappeared, one by one, I lost my connection
to my old life.
Daily life inside the Mohawk Institute was strictly regimented.
Staff routinely derided us as “dirty Indians” and “savages.” When
our supervisors were present, we travelled in formation according to our numbers, never speaking unless spoken to. Boys and
girls weren’t allowed to socialize. But when our supervisors left
us alone, we let our inner kids out. We swung from the pipes in
the ceiling of our dorm. In the front yard of the school, we collected
chestnuts and tried to turn them into beads.
We called the school the Mush Hole because
the food was so repulsive. For breakfast, we
ate pasty porridge and dry toast. Lunch and
dinner were a rotation of slimy spinach,
slithery fish and mystery meats. We drank
only powdered milk, despite the fact that the
boys milked cows daily—the real stuff was
sold off. If you refused to eat breakfast, they’d
keep you at the table until you finished your
meal. There was an apple orchard on the front
lawn of the school, but we weren’t allowed to
set foot in it or eat a single piece of fruit, even if it had fallen to
the ground. Once, I crawled through the grass to eat a fallen
apple. When the supervisors found out, they gave me a strapping.
It was worth it.
Between meals, we spent most of our time working. The
boys tended to the farm, planting crops, gathering eggs and
ploughing fields. The girls did domestic chores: cleaning,
cooking, setting tables, stripping and making beds, and doing
laundry not only for fellow students but for neighbouring
farms, for whom we served as unpaid labourers.
Since we spent so much time working, the education we
received was substandard, limited to mornings spent in the
classroom. We were taught the basics—reading, writing,
arithmetic—as well as rudimentary geography, history and, if
we were lucky, art. I adored my Grade 1 teacher, a gentle woman
who treated us with kindness, but dreaded moving up because
the Grade 2 teacher regularly strapped disobedient kids in front
of us first-graders. I quickly learned that if I wanted to avoid
punishment, I needed to shut up and do what I was told.
The strap was the preferred mode of discipline at the Mush
Hole. Supervisors patrolled the building, leathery straps in hand,
whipping at will. Most of the time, we had no idea why we were
being punished. Kids from northern communities who spoke
no English were strapped for speaking their native tongues.
Others were strapped for hiding their food to fool the supervisors
into thinking they’d eaten it. Once, one of the girls made some

transgression—to this day I don’t know what it was—so a
supervisor lined us all up and started striking our hands. The
older girls pushed me behind them, hoping to shield me from
another blow. “Be tough,” they whispered. “You have to tough it.”
Those older girls both protected and tormented us. When
school staff left us unsupervised in the “play area”—a crumbling
rat- and cockroach-infested room in the basement with cement
floors, brick walls and no toys—the older girls would form a
circle around two newcomers and force them to fight. I later
realized why they were so hard on us. They were trying to
toughen us up for the years ahead.

lost track of time at the Mush Hole. Every day seemed
the same: we rose at 6 a.m., worked, studied, prayed, ate
and went to bed at 7 p.m. I forgot what life was like outside
the school’s walls. I was trapped there because I was
Indigenous, yet I felt utterly detached from my Six Nations roots.
I didn’t even know what month or year it was. But at some point
in the middle of my time there, my mother visited.
She was still living at the hospital, but she was well enough
to travel to the Mohawk Institute. Zimmerman welcomed her

I

Supervisors patrolled the building,
leathery straps in hand, whipping at will.
Most of the time, we had no idea why we
were being punished
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The author, far left, is shown here with classmates from the
Mohawk Institute, which she attended between 1957 and 1960

photographs courtesy of roberta hill

at the front door, transforming from a Machiavellian monster
into a genial host, the miracle worker responsible for moulding
neglected children into polite young adults who opened their
mouths only to say “Yes, sir” and “No, ma’am.” The charade
worked. No one doubted or questioned him. As an Anglican
priest, he lived on a pedestal, one step closer to God.
Zimmerman showed my mother to a room opposite his office,
where I sat on her lap and cried for an hour straight. When
the visit ended, Zimmerman warmly bade my mom farewell
and then, as soon as she was out of earshot, he took me by the
hand and brought me into his office, a barren room with a
desk, a chair and sickly green walls. He closed the door and
got uncomfortably close. Then he reached his hand up my
dress and placed it inside my underwear. I couldn’t breathe. I
felt frozen in place. I was only seven or eight years old, and I
didn’t understand what was happening, but I knew something
wasn’t right. I don’t remember how I got out of his office, just
that I never wanted to go back in.
I spent the rest of the week dreading Sunday, when the entire
school would file into the Mohawk Chapel for services with
Zimmerman. To my relief, I had a nosebleed that morning, so I
didn’t have to go to church. The following Sunday, I punched

Roberta Hill, right, and a fellow
student appeared in a newspaper
with Brantford Rotary Club president
Gerry McDonald, left, who was giving
the kids a record player, and William
Zimmerman, the Mohawk Institute’s
headmaster. Zimmerman would go
on to sexually abuse Roberta on
multiple occasions

myself in the nose, trying to draw blood and skip service again,
but it didn’t work. I lined up with the rest of the girls and marched
to the chapel. I sunk into the pew, trying to avoid his gaze. In a
haze of incense, I dozed off. When I awoke in a start, Zimmerman’s
eyes were fixed directly on me. My heart started pounding. I
knew I was in trouble.
After the other girls left church, Zimmerman kept me behind.
He took me to a separate room and closed the door. This time,
there was no surprise. I knew what he was going to do. I don’t
remember if he ordered me to take off my clothes or if he took
them off himself. I just know that I was naked and terrified.
Then he molested me again, more roughly this time. Just like
before, I was paralyzed, helpless against his hulking body and
violating hands.
I considered telling a female supervisor what Zimmerman
had done to me, but I knew no one would believe me. What
was the word of a “dirty Indian” child against that of a
respected principal and priest? So I bit my tongue. There was
nothing else I could do.

y fondest memories of the Mush Hole are
leaving it. Occasionally, the supervisors took us
on outings: hikes, a visit to the Welland Canal,
trips to the cinema where we watched Elvis
Presley movies. At the end of the school year, when most kids
went home, my siblings and I went to summer camp on Christian
Island, a reserve near Midland where we swam, camped and
foraged for berries. It was the only time I felt like a regular kid.
The joy of those summer months only made it more devastating
when I had to return to the Mush Hole in September.
I dreamed about running away, but I had nowhere to go. And
I didn’t want to end up like the others who’d been caught, locked
in a dark half-room under the stairwell without food—or worse,
sent to Zimmerman’s office. One day, my sister Dawn decided
to risk it. Without telling me, she and two other girls from Six
Nations snuck out and trekked three hours back to our hometown. Terrified of being left entirely on my own, I tried to follow
Dawn but couldn’t find her. I went to a payphone at a gas station
and turned myself in. Later that day, they found Dawn near our
childhood home and brought her back too. She got a strapping
in Zimmerman’s office.
In 1960, after nearly four years at the Mush Hole, we finally got
out. That December, the school sent Dawn and me to Christmas
dinner with an Anglican family in Durham County. When two
government officials picked us up from the school, we didn’t
know where we were going or whether we’d come back. They
drove us three hours to a country house, where the mother
cooked for us and three other kids from the Mush Hole. I don’t
remember what they made, but I know it was the best meal I’d
eaten in four years. So, when the couple asked if we’d like to live
with them for a while, we agreed.
We spent about four years in that foster home, followed by a
year in another, before we finally ended up with a divorced
mother in Pickering. Kind and compassionate, she spoke to us
as equals, not subhumans. She was the first adult I’d met who
seemed to understand how to treat children. I turned 18 in her
home and, thanks to her, graduated from high school. I wrote
her a thank-you note, took a train to Toronto and boarded a bus
to Brantford. I was finally free.

M
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hen i returned to six nations, it no longer
felt like home. I worked odd jobs and moved in
with the family friend who’d fostered my youngest
siblings, but I didn’t even recognize them. The
last time I saw my youngest sister, she was three; when we
reunited, she was a teenager. I was a stranger in my own
community. I felt worthless: I was the “dirty Indian” that Mush
Hole staff said I was, yet somehow not Indian enough to fit in
with my own clan. It took me many years to understand our
ceremonies and customs because I’d never learned anything
about them at the Mush Hole.
My experience at the Mohawk Institute coloured the rest
of my life. When I was 23, I got involved with a domineering
man. I followed his rules, just like I’d learned to do at the Mush
Hole. We had three children together before
I left him for good. I spent years wandering
because I had no roots. I bounced between
Brantford and Toronto, Buffalo and Rochester,
working as a secretary and, later, a registered nurse. When I was 35, I finally decided
to settle in Six Nations. I didn’t feel tied to
the place, but I wanted my children to have
what I didn’t: safety, stability, a place to
call home.
For decades, I tried to forget about the
Mush Hole. I saw no use in revisiting the
trauma of my time there. But in the late 1990s, a lawyer visited
Six Nations looking for former Mush Hole students to join a
class-action lawsuit against the federal government, the New
England Company and the local Anglican diocese. I signed
up and met more than a dozen survivors who’d attended the
school in the 1940s, ’50s and ’60s. I was horrified to hear their
experiences. Boys were molested in the boiler room, where
the din of machinery masked their screams. Zimmerman had
sexually abused other girls. I later learned of a woman who
said she once saw Zimmerman molesting a girl in a room in
the chapel. That could have been me, or any number of girls
like me. No one knows how many children he abused. When
he died in 1982, he took many of the Mush Hole’s secrets to
the grave with him.
The $2-billion Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement was signed in 2006. Some survivors got only $10,000. There
is no way to assign a dollar figure to unwarranted strappings,
beatings, serial rapes, the loss of childhood innocence and the
theft of language and culture. By any calculation, that payout
pales in comparison to what we endured. When I asked my
lawyer why the sum was so small, he replied, “Because there are
so many of you.”

W

In 2013, we learned that the building needed extensive repairs,
and our community voted almost unanimously to restore it.
When the renovations are complete, people will be able to take
guided tours through its halls, learning what I and other survivors
endured, surveying the artifacts we left behind. However
difficult it may be, we must remember what happened there to
ensure it never happens again.
This past May, I returned to the Mush Hole. It was a few days
after the Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc First Nation uncovered the
remains of 215 children at the Kamloops Indian Residential School,
and the centre was holding a vigil. There were pairs of children’s
shoes lined up on the front steps, teddy bears to mark each life
lost. Like the hundreds gathered there—and millions across the
country—I was appalled, distraught and heartbroken. But I was

Some survivors only received $10,000
from the $2-billion class-action payout.
When I asked my lawyer why the sum
was so small, he replied, “Because there
are so many of you”

fter years of pressure to phase out residential
schools, the Mush Hole closed in 1970. Two years
later, the government handed the building over to
the Six Nations community. Rather than raze it, we
reclaimed it. It now houses the Woodland Cultural Centre, a
non-profit organization run by Six Nations of the Grand River,
Wahta Mohawks and Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte, designed
to preserve and promote Indigenous heritage and culture. It’s
home to an extensive Indigenous library and archives, and
survivors like me tell our stories to visitors there.

A
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not surprised. Nor was I surprised in the coming weeks, as
hundreds more remains were discovered at other former
residential school sites across the country.
The children who attended residential schools were abused,
starved and raped. To my mind, it’s not too far a leap to think
that the perpetrators of those crimes could have also committed murder. Between 30 and 50 children are estimated to have
died at the Mush Hole, but I suspect there are many more we
don’t know about. I’ve heard rumours about bodies buried
under the apple orchard, under the school barn, under nearby
farmers’ fields. We may soon find out if they’re right. In June,
the provincial government promised to spend $10 million
searching the grounds of former residential schools in Ontario
and commemorating the children who died.
I am hoping that some of that money goes toward the Mohawk
Village Memorial Park, which comprises five acres dedicated
to the memory of the children who passed through its doors. It
sits on the Mush Hole grounds, including a patch of the front
lawn where I used to play and watch the other girls walk a
well-worn circuit, as if circling a prison yard. I’m part of a group
of survivors who have been raising funds to complete it since
2016. It’s not yet done, but I dream of ceremonies one day taking
place around the fire pit, survivors telling their stories to groups
gathered on the lawn, children laughing on the playground. I
want nothing more than for that place—the source of pain for
so many—to become a site of peace and joy.
I know some Canadians would prefer to tear down the Mush
Hole and never speak about that dark chapter again. But I’ve
seen what staying silent does. It festers, it broods, it keeps hurting.
The Mush Hole taught me to shut up, and I kept quiet for
decades—in school, in foster care, in relationships. It took years
of counselling and hypnotherapy, but I finally started telling
people what happened to me. It was only when I confronted my
past that I began to heal. It’s time for Canada to do the same. ∫

Get ready to meet the new Canadian Business. Visit
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and to learn more about our exciting relaunch.

GrandTrees identiﬁes and funds organizations planting trees where
we live, work and play, as part of Trees for Life. We are working
with 25 partners in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area, and
looking for places to grow across Canada!
The science is clear. Planting hardy, native trees and shrubs is a way to offset carbon
emissions and clean the air, while bringing beauty to vibrant Canadian communities.
Trees have a positive effect on mental health, a critical need in stressful times.
We need the support of civic-minded people like you who believe in the lasting value
of trees in our cities. Your donation will support native tree and shrub planting projects,
and a better planet for our kids.
To make a tax deductible donation
and ﬁnd more about our planting locations please visit:

grandtrees.org/trees
Thank you to all of our sponsors and supporters.

G R E AT S PAC E S

Splash Zone
When seaside vacations were hard to come by,
these Torontonians brought the good
times to their backyard
by i r i s be na roi a , si mon l e w se n & a n dr e a y u
photogr a ph y by k ath er i n e holl a n d

This Forest Hill backyard escape
includes a saltwater pool, a Swedish
sauna and an outdoor gym
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FAMILY RETREAT
WHO: Muriel Solomon, co-founder of product

design company Førs Studio; her husband
Jordan Solomon, president of Ecostrat,
a bioenergy supply and advisory firm;
and their kids, Zoé, 21, and Jérémie, 19

1

WHERE: Forest Hill

Muriel and Jordan bought their
red-brick detached house in
2002. They completed two
extensive renovations to the interiors
over the years and added a modern
extension at the back, but left the
3,700-square-foot tree-filled backyard
as is. They liked how it looked, but they
barely used the space. One day, Muriel
joked that the backyard was plenty big
enough for a pool, and that was all it
took. In June 2018, they hired architect
Michael Amantea, who came up with a
clean, contemporary design to complement the extension. The final project,
completed in September 2020, includes a
saltwater pool, a hot tub, a sunken lounge,
a barbecue area and a sauna pavilion.
The new backyard has been the
perfect pandemic retreat to reconnect
with friends and shake off the day’s
stresses. “Every time we go into the
backyard,” says Muriel, “we can’t
believe we built it.” This summer,
Muriel and Jordan will install an outdoor black-steel spiral staircase from
their bedroom to the backyard so
Jordan can fulfill his dream of waking
up in the morning and heading straight
for the pool.
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6

SUMMER POOLS EDITION

3
2

4

1 The concrete saltwater pool
by Todd Pools is nine feet at its
deepest, and edged in ipe decking
and limestone.
2 The stone patio for the dining
area is a floating slab built
on helical piers to minimize
intrusion on the magnolia’s
roots. “It’s my favourite tree
in the world,” says Muriel.
3 In the fall of 2020, the backyard functioned as a meeting
spot, product testing space
and showroom for Muriel’s
new ceramic tableware line.
4 “We put the frosted-glass
window in the Swedish sauna
to see the dancing shadows
of the trees come through,”
says Muriel.

5

5 The 185-square-foot pavilion
is topped with a green roof
and stuffed with amenities: the
sauna, an outdoor shower tucked
at the back, gym equipment
with a foldable rig for weights,
and a change room.
6 The lounge set is from
Jardin de Ville. The two teaktop side tables, purchased
at Fresh in Corktown, open
to reveal ice buckets.
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BACKYARD VACATION
WHO: Nancy Chafee, a serial entrepreneur

and business consultant, and her
goldendoodle, Rosseau
WHERE: Etobicoke

In 1999, Nancy bought a midcentury-modern bungalow
with a 4,000-square-foot backyard. She added Japanese-inspired
interior features, including translucent
screens and sliding doors. In 2011,
Nancy asked Kennedy McRae of Earth
Inc. to spruce up the backyard, and he
added a tiny pond with a cascading
fountain. There, she hosted many family
get-togethers and barbecues with
friends. About 10 years later, the pond
was in need of a few repairs: the liner
was leaking, the pump was shot and the
fountain had stopped burbling.
Instead of temporary fixes, Nancy
and Kennedy dreamed up an epic
conversion: expand the pond into
a pool and add a gazebo, inspired by
her interiors and modelled on a
Japanese teahouse. Work started in
May 2020, and the new heated pool
was completed in October. Despite
winter closing in, Nancy kept the pool
open to make the most of it. “One day
in December, there was snow outside
and I was still swimming. I felt like I
was at a ski resort.” Now that gatherings
are allowed again, Nancy’s planning
to resume hosting backyard parties,
with a lively collection of guests, and
seafood from Oyster Boy.
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3

1 Kennedy designed the pool
with an organic, lagoon-like
form and limestone rocks that
jut out from beneath the water.
2 As soon as the 260-squarefoot gazebo was completed, it
became her home office. “I’ve
got a comfortable sofa, good
Wi-Fi and fresh air,” she says.
“What else do I need?”
3 Nancy named her goldendoodle Rosseau, after Lake
Rosseau in Muskoka, where she
has a cottage. “He’d be outside
24-7 if he could be,” she says.

SUMMER POOLS EDITION

1 Landscape designer
Taylor Fifield from Land-Con
suggested the infinity-edge
waterfall to make the area
under the pergola more
peaceful and relaxing.
2 The pool and hot tub are by
BonaVista Pools. Lurena loves
splashing about during the day,
and Luke and Renetta make the
most of the backyard at night.
“We bring the baby monitor
down and hop in,” Luke says.
3

The oak treehouse is
accessed via a trapdoor ladder,
which Lurena climbs herself.
Inside, she likes to host tea
parties for her dolls.

1

TREEHOUSE RULES
WHO: Luke Vice, owner of a digital media

company and co-owner of the Italian
restaurant Viaggio; his wife, Renetta Persaud
Vice, a primary school teacher; and their
daughters, Lurena, 3, and Luna, 1
WHERE: Avenue and Lawrence

2

3

In 2014, Luke and Renetta
bought a five-bed, four-bath
detached house in Ledbury
Park with a patchy 1,700-square-foot
backyard. It had a deck and a rickety
old treehouse cabin built between
two shady Norway maple trees. “The
trees destroyed everything within
10 feet of them,” Luke says. “The grass
became mud, and mushrooms started
popping up.”
Four years later, after Luke and
Renetta had their first daughter, they
finally sat down to consider a backyard
reno. First, they added a hot tub and a
pool, a raised deck for a dining table, and
a lounge area under a pergola. Later,
they tackled the derelict treehouse,
adding windows to keep wildlife out.
During lockdowns, the new backyard
provided the perfect space for the parents
to relax and for Lurena to burn off
excess energy—she loves swimming
around in her floaties. And when it
was safe to do so, the family hosted
small pool parties and barbecues. This
summer, Luna took her first dip in the
pool, and Lurena has started private
lessons with a swim instructor—she
just learned to doggy paddle.
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THE CHASE

Close to Home
This family wanted to upsize while staying in
the same neighbourhood
by a l i a m a d
THE BUYERS: Simon Hewett, 46, a City of Toronto supervisor; Laura Geary, 44,

a TDSB high school teacher; and their daughters Hannah, 13, and Louise, 9.
THE STORY: In early 2020, the family lived in a three-bed, two-bath detached

in Guildwood. During the pandemic, with on-again-off-again lockdowns, their
1,600-square-foot house felt cramped, and they craved more space but wanted
to stay in the same neighbourhood, where the girls were enrolled in school.
In April, they set a $1.6-million budget and started to look for a four-bed detached
nearby. On their wish list: a spare room they could use as an office for Simon
and Laura, who’d been intermittently working from home; plus a backyard pool
for the kids, especially Hannah, who’s a competitive water polo player.

PEPPER TREE DRIVE
near Centennial and Lawrence

OPTION
2

GREYBEAVER TRAIL
near Port Union and Lawrence

THE
BUY

NAVARRE CRESCENT
near Galloway and Guildwood

Listed at $1,099,000

Listed at $1,300,000

Listed at $1,299,000

Sold for $1,350,000

Sold for $1,550,000

Sold for $1,538,000

In mid-April, Simon and Laura came
across this four-bed, four-bath detached
in Centennial, a 10-minute drive from their
Guildwood home. The two-storey house
had a charming red-brick façade. Inside,
there was 2,300 square feet of living
space and a finished basement with room
for an office. Check and check. On the
downside, it didn’t have a pool, but they
were willing to forgo that for the location.
Before the couple could enter an offer,
however, the sellers accepted a bully bid
of $251,000 over asking. Simon and Laura
moved their search farther east.

The following week, the couple viewed
this four-bed, four-bath detached in
Rouge, a 15-minute drive from Guildwood.
The red-brick house had a gabled roof and
a two-car garage. There was a pool and
a hot tub in the backyard, but the family
wouldn’t have much privacy while using
them because of low fences and a lack of
tree cover. There was loads of space inside;
in fact, a little too much. At 3,000 square
feet across two storeys, with two living
rooms, two dining rooms and a den, they
felt it was too much house. The family
moved on without making an offer.

In mid-May, Simon and Laura found this
four-bed, four-bath detached in Guildwood,
only a 10-minute walk from their home.
The place had an interesting mansard
roof, with seven front-facing windows.
On the inside, at 2,600 square feet,
it had all the extra space they needed,
as well as a spare room they could easily
convert into an office. And finally, there
was a pool at the side of the house. On
May 19, after a swift bidding war, the
couple closed the deal with an offer of
$239,000 over asking. They take possession
in September.
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portrait by erin leydon

OPTION
1

CANCER DOESN’T STOP.
NEITHER DO WE.
FOR ONE NIGHT. WE STAND TOGETHER.

SATURDAY 8/21
8 ET/7 CENTRAL

Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Kate McGarrigle Fund, Laura Ziskin Family Trust, Legacy Circle, LUNGevity Foundation, Mirati Therapeutics, Pancreatic Cancer Canada,
Sara Schottenstein Foundation, Society for Immunotherapy of Cancer, Lew, Jean, and Kari Wolﬀ
Stand Up To Cancer Canada is a Canadian Registered Charity (Reg. # 80550 6730 RR0001).
Stand Up To Cancer and the design trademarks are trademarks of the Entertainment Industry Foundation (EIF), used under license.

A vulnerable live
performance
What notable Torontonians are watching,
reading and listening to this month

A stereotype-breaking
TV show

“WHY ME” by Kris Kristofferson
Recommended by Steven Heighton,
writer and musician

“I found a YouTube video
of an inebriated Kris
Kristofferson performing
this song about being
freed from spiritual
lockdown, and it inspired me to finish
my own record. There are tighter, tidier
versions, but none as vulnerable and
affecting, and what else is music for?”

P-VALLEY
Recommended by Sharon Lewis, filmmaker

JUDY AT CARNEGIE HALL by Judy Garland
Recommended by Tiziana Casciaro,
writer and professor, U of T

A behind-the-music
series
DECONSTRUCTED
Recommended by Ikky, musician

“Sixty years ago, Judy
Garland gave a concert at
Carnegie Hall that has
been called the greatest
night in show business.
The entire performance—including
Garland’s banter with the audience—
was captured in a double album I
discovered while in lockdown. It was
wonderful to hear her feed off the
energy of that crowd—a reminder of
what we’ve missed for the past year
and a half.”
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“This YouTube series
shows how great music
producers approach song
building and creativity.
Every episode teaches me
something new, and my favourite was
with Ludwig Göransson, who worked
with Childish Gambino on ‘Redbone.’
Göransson laid out instruments around
the room with no expectations and just
let his creativity take over.”

casciaro courtesy of the author, kristofferson by getty images

A legendary crooner’s
live concert album

“Whenever I have some
me-time, I settle in to
escape to a world of Black
women, in lead roles and
behind the scenes. This
underrated drama series, created by
Katori Hall, follows encounters with
sex workers at a southern strip club.
But it offers way more than what you
see on the surface, and goes beyond
stereotypes to show the full richness
that lies beneath the poverty porn
and oversexualization of Black women.”

A heartwarming collection
of personal essays
CARE OF by Ivan Coyote
Recommended by Andrea Ramolo, musician

A psychedelic
mix of global genres
MORDECHAI by Khruangbin
Recommended by Ron Chapman, filmmaker

“Ivan Coyote is an
incredibly moving writer
whose latest work had
me in tears from the first
page. Coyote structured
the book around candid personal
responses to handwritten letters,
emails, texts and social media messages
they’ve received after performances.
It’s powerful and heartbreaking and
full of fragility and kindness.”

“Texas Sun and Mordechai
are two new albums
from the refreshingly
original Texas-based
band Khruangbin. Their
music is an intriguing and eclectic
mix of global subgenres, including dub,
surf rock, Southeast Asian funk and
Middle Eastern soul and disco, all
poured into one sweet psychedelic brew.
One of my favourite songs on this album
is ‘Pelota.’ I love the mesmerizing groove,
Spanish vocals, lively percussion,
guitar and bass licks.”

A gut-wrenching
folk rock album
FIRST TIME REALLY FEELING by Liz Stringer
Recommended by Caroline Marie Brooks,
musician and member of Good Lovelies

“I’ve long been a fan
of Australian songwriter
Liz Stringer, who has
spent a lot of her life here
in Canada. She’s a
lyrically deft writer with guitar chops
to boot. The highlight of this album
is ‘Dangerous,’ which tells the story of a
recovering alcoholic from the perspective of his partner and family. It’s
gut-wrenching and moving and very
hopeful. I’ve probably listened to
it a hundred times.”

A smart show about
comedians
HACKS

ramolo by jen squires, brooks by kerri ough

Recommended by Jessica Hinkson, actor

“I just finished Hacks, starring
Hannah Einbinder and the
incomparable Jean Smart,
on Crave. It’s a comedy-drama about a hotshot
Gen Z writer who moves to Nevada to help an
older comedian with her Vegas Strip routine.
I needed this show in every way—watching
Jean Smart perform gave me goosebumps.”
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A gripping
fantasy novel
SHADOW AND BONE by Leigh Bardugo
Recommended by Miriam Khalil,
musician and director of AtG’s Savitri

An indie rock
album to keep on repeat
TROUBLE WILL FIND ME by the National
Recommended by Alex Frew, musician

“I wasn’t sure what to
expect when I picked up
Leigh Bardugo’s Shadow
and Bone trilogy, but I’m
really enjoying this exciting and dark world that Bardugo has
created. The first book follows a young
woman discovering her nascent supernatural powers and how to use them.
I’ve also recently started the Netflix
series, and I highly recommend it.”

“This record is truly
something to keep in
constant rotation. It’s
spearheaded by Matt
Berninger’s stunning
baritone and touching lyrics, and
complemented by Aaron and Bryce
Dessner’s grandiose production. It can
worm its way into your subconscious
in no time at all. ‘This Is the Last
Time’ has always stood out to me. It’s a
profound articulation of the struggle
with addiction and substance abuse.”

A guide to
baking sourdough
FLOUR WATER SALT YEAST by Ken Forkish
Recommended by Elissa Lee and Johannes Debus,
co-founders, BigLake Arts Festival

“We joined the sourdough craze during the
pandemic. Our kids
named our starter Thor,
and we’ve managed to
keep it alive for more than a year while
making our way through Ken Forkish’s
book. No matter how strange our
breads came out (and there were some
really interesting-looking results),
they always tasted light years better
than the store-bought variety. A very
gratifying and delicious hobby.”

TRAPPED
Recommended by Craig Lauzon, actor

“I’ve always loved Scandinavian TV,
so I doubled down on shows like
Bordertown, Norsemen and Borderliner
over the last year and a half. One of my absolute favourites is the Icelandic procedural Trapped, available on
Netflix. It takes place in an isolated community that gets
cut off by a winter storm, but it could easily take place
in Canada. It often reminds me of the North.”
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khalil by shayne gray, debus and lee by richard matthews, lauzon by denise grant

A Scandinavian
crime procedural

A takedown
of trashy novels

A savoury
tell-all

THE VIGILANTE BOOK CLUB
Recommended by Robyn Grant-Moran,
co-host, COC’s Key Change

KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL BY
ANTHONY BOURDAIN
Recommended by Magda Grace,
head, Prime Video Canada

A full-throttle
docuseries
FORMULA 1: DRIVE TO SURVIVE

grace courtesy of prime video canada, anthistle by corus entertainment, ridpath ohi courtesy of annie truuvert

Recommended by Miranda Anthistle,
journalist, Global News

“During
the height
of the pandemic, I picked up Kitchen
Confidential again. The book
offers funny, observational
humour about the cooking
trade, describing the lessglamorous aspects of highend kitchens. I was engrossed
by its exploration of the New
York restaurant industry’s
underbelly. My husband and
I love going to new restaurants;
we’re superfans of local
restaurateurs like Jen Agg,
Patrick Kriss and Jeff Kang.
This book pulled me back into
the restaurant-going experience and helped me survive
lockdown.”

“This surprisingly intimate Netflix docuseries
brings Formula 1 drivers
and their teams to life.
It gives the viewer fly-onthe-wall access to adrenalin-filled
moments, both exhilarating and excruciating. There are just as many twists and
turns off the track as on. And with only
20 drivers at the very top, teammates
are simultaneously nemeses.”

“Each episode of this
podcast makes me laugh
till I sob. The hosts find
and read some of the most
astoundingly awful novels
steeped in machismo, misogyny or racist
garbage, like Menace of the Saucers
by Eando Binder, featuring aliens with
glitter guns. Then the hosts critique
and dismantle every tired old trope
with spot-on comedic timing.”

An extraterrestrial
war game
GEARS 5
Recommended by Bilal Vakani, host, SiriusXM 167

A charming
tween novel
THE FABULOUS ZED WATSON!
by Basil and Kevin Sylvester
Recommended by Debbie Ridpath Ohi, musician

“This is one of my favourite tween reads, created
by a Toronto parent-child
duo. I loved all the quirky
characters, especially
Zed—an utterly charming non-binary
preteen. The writing is so fresh and
funny, and there’s a mystery full of
twists and turns. The story will
resonate with any young person who
feels different but doesn’t yet understand why.”

“I signed up for the videogame subscription service
Xbox Game Pass this past
winter, and I’ve been
glued to games like Gears 5,
Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order and Fallout
76 ever since. Gears 5 features a complex
female lead character—for the first
time in the series—and fun multiplayer options to play as aliens and
humans alike.”
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MEMOIR

The Simple Life
After 50 years in the city, I traded my downtown apartment for
a five-acre plot of land east of Guelph. Best decision I ever made

In 1967, when I was 14 years old, my family moved from London, that lawn chair—and yet it was also exhilarating. It seemed like
England, to Toronto. I lived downtown for decades, spending the beginning of an adventure.
much of that time with my husband, the artist Ivaan Kotulsky,
Suddenly, all my time was discretionary. I had no commitin our beloved Victorian semi at King and Portland. After his ments—everything depended solely on me. Once the movers
death in 2008, I bought a small commercial building at Dupont arrived and my furniture was unloaded, I felt an overwhelming
and Shaw, where I lived on the second floor and ran a jewellery sense of excitement. I had enough of everything, but not too
store on the main level. I named it Atelier Ivaan, in honour of much of anything. I was bursting with energy for the hard
physical work to come.
my late husband.
One of the first tasks I set for myself was to clear the brush and
I was a diehard urbanite. I’d always felt more comfortable
walking on pavement than hiking in the wilds. My idea of a deadwood on the island. I lasted all of two days with an axe and
vacation involved European cities or luxurious spas, not camping handsaws before I realized that I’d make quicker progress with
in provincial parks or swimming in cold Ontario lakes. But a chainsaw. I spent the rest of the summer working on the island,
by 2018, condos were popping up along Dupont.
returning home only to eat, sleep and reapply
Every morning at sunrise, there were dump
insect repellent.
trucks idling outside my home. The fumes
Over the next few months, I began to get the
triggered my asthma, so I started sleeping in my
hang of country life. I built a new wooden cover
windowless basement workshop. After a
for my below-ground well pump and learned
couple of months, I woke up and abruptly
how to purify my water three ways—through
decided I’d had enough of everything—the
sediment, ultraviolet and charcoal filters—before
noise, the fumes, the endless construction. I
boiling it for drinking.
needed a change.
When Covid hit, I looked for ways to become
One day that summer, I was driving to
more self-sufficient, since I had no idea if I’d
Collingwood with my nephew Philippe. As we
be able to leave my property. I started growing
In my new life,
went along a country road, past farm fields and
my own vegetables in four raised garden beds,
I can go weeks
tiny hamlets, I realized that for the first time in
and batch-cooking vegan meals: soups, curries,
months I could breathe without wheezing. “Well,
chilis and stews. I learned how to maintain the
without seeing
Auntie,” Philippe said, “look around. There’s
pool—so far I’ve rescued three large
another human swimming
no shortage of for-sale signs up here.” And so in
snapping turtles who took a wrong turn on the
early 2019, I started looking at rural properties
way to one of the ponds. I felled 50-foot trees
within an hour’s drive of Toronto. Before long, I’d found an using my new chainsaw, acquired a four-ton log splitter for
unusual house on a five-acre plot of land in Wellington County. firewood, replaced a shed roof and single-handedly restored
The home, built in 1963, had a grey board-and-batten exterior the old boathouse. In April, I rowed across the largest pond to
and a wraparound deck. Inside, spread across 3,000 square hike on the far corners of my land for the first time.
feet, were four bedrooms, three bathrooms, a large kitchen and
After decades spent bound by the clock, I no longer need one.
a large loft with cathedral ceilings. The lot had three ponds, a I wake up at dawn and go to bed when it’s dark. I’ve learned to
derelict boathouse and a deep in-ground swimming pool. In share the land with beaver, deer, Canada geese, turkey vultures,
the middle of the property, between two of the ponds, was an crows, muskrats, rabbits, skunks, herons and swans. I can go
island covered with thick brush and deadwood. While I initially for weeks without seeing another human. I love relying on myself.
had doubts about the sprawling wooden house, my city feet
I no longer take the neat precise steps that carried me around
instantly felt like they were putting down deep roots. I was my tiny building on Dupont. If I walked like that here, I’d never
falling in love with the place. The following week, in the span get anywhere. My rural gait consists of big, loping strides. I keep
of two hours, I’d sold my Toronto building for $1.045 million, my eyes fixed to the ground when I walk outside, because there’s
closed my shop and purchased the Wellington County lot for always something to trip over.
Every so often, Philippe comes up to visit me and we drive
$990,000. I named it Five Acres.
On April Fool’s Day 2019, I arrived at Five Acres with only a along the country roads we took back in the summer of 2018. I
suitcase, a lawn chair, a blanket, a wind-up radio and a bag of always make sure to point out the for-sale signs, one of which
groceries. I had no idea what I was doing. I didn’t know anyone led me to a life I never would have imagined for myself.
in the area. I couldn’t find a phone jack for the landline. I didn’t
even know how to light a fire. It was a long, cold first night in Email submissions to memoir@torontolife.com
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YES, YOU CAN

TAKE IT WITH YOU
PACK YOUR SENSE
OF STYLE, TASTE
FOR FINE DINING,
AND APPETITE FOR
SERVICE WHEN
YOU ESCAPE WITH
CELEBRITY
Celebrity Cruises® just expanded
its luxury style beyond the exquisite
design and accommodations, beyond
the globally inspired cuisine served in
distinctive restaurants—menus by a
Michelin-starred chef—even beyond
the intuitive service.

Celebrity BeyondSM—newest ship in the
revolutionary Celebrity Edge® Series—
expands a focus on wellness to nourish
mind, body, and spirit. Endorphins
are elevated with first-at-sea fitness
programs and some quality time in The
Spa, now adding destination-inspired
treatments to its 120 rejuvenating
therapies. Yes, you’ll find your bliss.
In 2022, new Celebrity Beyond joins
new Celebrity ApexSM, now sailing the
Mediterranean, and the original
Celebrity Edge—first ship to sail from
the United States in over a year—now
sailing the Caribbean.

Celebrity Edge Series ships feature
The Retreat®, the ultimate in luxury
experiences, with spacious suites, a
private restaurant, an exclusive lounge,
and amenities including shore excursion
credit, premium drinks, streaming Wi-Fi,
tips, and onboard credit.
For a once-in-a-lifetime adventure in
the evolutionary Galapagos Islands—
coming eye to eye with extraordinary
creatures and landscapes—the allsuites mega yacht Celebrity Flora® is as
luxurious as these islands are primitive.
Europe, Caribbean, Galapagos, or
beyond—Celebrity offers the vacation
you’ve been craving. Learn more by
calling 1-888-283-6768, contacting your
travel advisor, or visiting celebrity.com.

Clockwise from Top: Celebrity Beyond;
Glamping on Celebrity Flora;
The Retreat Sundeck;
Luminae at The Retreat

©2021 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

SHOPPING
TIME

We look forward to welcoming you back. #BYTIME

